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Need for the Study - The purpose of this study is to test the following
hypothesis:
There is a significant difference in personality traits as
measured by Cattell"s 16 Personality Factors Questionnaire between
educational administrators and the general population.
Method of the Study - Two hundred fifty administrators in the Cciok County
area were sent Cattell"s 16 Personality Factors Questionnaire plus a
demographic survey.
Ninety eight responded.
The data obtained by the
two questionnaires were analyzed using several statistical methods
including the General Linear Models Procedure.
Findings and Conclusions - Several interesting statistics were
discovered.
The first variabl~ tested was position.
It was found that
superintendents were siqnificantlv warmer. shrewder and more conservative
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significant differences based on age.
The next variable tested was type
of school served.
Elementary school administrators were found to be
significantly less tender-minded than secondary school administrators.
Level of education was tested next.
PhD and EdD holders scored
s.iqnificantly 1,,1a1~mer than- thosf=1 holdinq only an M.?'.).
PhD holc:l1,;;r·~; E1ls.o
scored as significantly more group-oriented.
The variable for years cf
experience produced no significant differences.
A general profile of the
respondents as a whole was drawn, and it was discovered that the
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Recommendations - Profiles such as the one drawn in this study might be
useful in several ways.
Comparing a profile of educational leaders with
the proofile of leaders from other areas might indicate what impels one
into educational leadership rather than leadership in another area.
A
profile might also help predict what type of person might be successful
in administration.
The profil~ might also be useful in diagnosing
leadership problems.
Sev~ral other possible areas of research might be
indicated.
It would be good to see how successful various tested
administrators actually are.
Re-testing participants with other forms of
the 16 PF and other personality tests might test the validity of this
data.
A larger number of participants might also alter the outcome.
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CHAF'TER I

INTRODUCTION

In approximately the year 560 B.C.,

the Chinese

philosopher Lao-Tzu stated:
To lead the people, walk behind them.
True leadership
must be for the benefit of the followers, not the
enrichment of the leaders 1 ••• As for the best leaders,
the people do not notice their existence.
The next best,
the people honor and praise.
The next, the people fear,
and the next~ the people hate.
When the best leader's
work is done the people say "We did it ourselves'. 2
Over the years since the time of Lao-Tzu,

many people

·- ..... ·-

I ldV'.o:•

tried to define leadership and determine what effective
leadership means.

Everyone would not agree with Lao-Tzu.

DEFJNITION_OF_LEADERSHIP
In 19:::;;5, D ..

Tf.:?ad stated,

''Leader·s.hip is thf2 ,:=;.ct:i.v:ity

of influencing people to cooperate toward some oaal which
th1=?y come to +ind d1:::sir·21blf-..?.

11
::];

Tt1f..? iskilJ.s neces;.s;:=;.r-l to t.h:i.·,:;;.

type of leadership are knowing how to influence people and
how to convince people that cooperating to that goal

will

David Laye,
The_Leadershi_Q_Passi_on (San Francisco:
Jessey Bass, 1977) p. 8.
2,. Ib:icl., p.
3. D. Tead,
The_Art_Of_Leadershi_p (New York: McGraw-Hill.
19:~;~,i) , p. 7 1 •
1.

l

in some way benefit the individual himself.
In more recent times, Douglas C. Basil stated:
Leaders are made, not born.
To become a leader it is
necessary to develop leadership skills, which are in turn
founded on a deep and pervasive understanding of human
beings and human behavior in organizations.
To translate
this knowledge into effective leadership requires insight,
which can be gained only through constant analysis and
reevaluation of everyday interpersonal relationships. 4
Although this definition of leadership leans upon a knowledge
of psychology unavailable to the earlier writers, a common
theme of human understanding runs through all three.
Leadership obviously involves some close study of human
1'- f.·? J. E1 t.

ion ~1-h i p s.
Loye states in his book

The_Leadership_Pass1on

that

we are currently entering a third major shift in leadership
style. 5

The oldest style historically is the traditional

style - the conservative, autocratic leader.
style evolved slowly through the last two hundred years or
so.

This was the more liberal style of leadership which

considered the needs and rights of the individual.
third style is just evolving now,

The

so 1t is difficult ta

which combines some of the attributes of the conservative
leader and some of the attributes of the liberal leader.
One of the characteristics of modern administration

4. Douglas C. Basil,
Leadership_Skill_s_for_E~ecut~ve_Action
(American Management Association 1971), p. 25.
'5. Loyf:;:, p. :.'.:i4.

seems to be an increased seperation between the administrator
and those he administers.

This can create problems in the
In his book, Laye

efficiency with which the job is done.
states:

Increased specialization and bureaucracy limits the view
of the individual - makes it difficult for the leader to
actually care far the organization - their passion then
becomes to gain and hold power for themselves. 6
One's attitude toward administration in general and one's
specific job is important.

It is not necessary that one be

completely satisfied with one's job.

Indeed, Maslow states:

The complete absence of frustration is dangerous.
strong, a person must acquire frustration-tolerance, the
ability to perceive physical reality as essentially
indifferent to htiman wishes, the ability to love others
and to enjoy their need-gratification as well as one's
own (not to use other people as means). 7

STATEMENT_OF_THE_PROBLEM
Since the earliest scientifi~ studies in leadership,
researchers have tried to understand the dynamics cf
leadership. 8

What constitutes leadership?

individual to aspire to leader~hip?

Why

j~

What causes an
one individual a

more successful leader than another?
Early researchers found it difficult to find a common
ground among various leaders. 9

-·~·
/

11

Ibi d• ,
Ibid.,

However,

modern methods of

p . 84.
pp. 21.0-:1.1.

B. Robert S. Cathcart and Larry A. Samover,
$m?!l_Qrg~p
Communicat~on (Dubuque: Wm. C. Brown Company, 1970, p.
9. Ib:irL, p. :::HEl.

research have made the search easier to accomplish.

PURPDSE_DF_THE_sruov
The purpose of this study is to test the following
hypothesis:

There is a significant difference in personality

traits as measured by Cattell's 16 Personality Factors
Questionaire between educational administration and the
general population.

SCOPE_AND_LJMJTATIONS_OF_THE_STUDY
The subjects for this study are elementary and secondary
school administrators, principals and above,
area.
from

in the Cook County

Two hundred fifty administrators were chosen at random
The_Suburban_School_Di_rector~

10

which lists

administrators from the suburban Cook County area.

lhe two

hundred fifty administrators were made up of one hundred fifty
principals, fifty ,assistant superintendents and fifty
superintendents.

A questionnaire,

a copy of which can be

found in Chapter III, was sent to each of these administrators.
In addition, each individual received a copy of Cattel's 16
Personality Factors test to be filled out and returned.
this random sample, ninty eight responses were received.
10.

Cook_County_Suburban_School __ Directory

From

,:::-

.....'

The Cattell test was chosen for several reasons.

FiF"!:t

of all, since administrators are usually pressed for time,

the

Cattell test is useful because it is simple and easy to
administer. Secondly, scoring is relatively simple and easy
to carrel ate.

Thirdly,

11

the questionnaire examines such

characteristics as leadership ability,

intelligence, compassion

for subordinates and other important aspects of the individual
pe,~soni:,d. i ty.

LZ

The Cattell test is also useful because it is a
multivariate test.

A

multivariate test analyses many

measurements on one person,
pF·oces;.i::. cit

i:i

J...

1..1

me.

-:,
1 ··-·

instead of one variable or
this reason,

many

leadership ability of an administrator can be analyzed at
one time,

and correlated with the success of the administrator.

All factors discovered by this questionnaire will be
analyzed to detect a pattern of similarities.
The purpose of these procedures is to see if a pattern
will emerge that will

indicate that a certain personality

and/or background type is more likely than the general
population to attain leadership.
When this material was collected twenty two individuals
were chosen at random from the sample for personal
11.

IPAT Staff,
(Champaign:

Admin~strator!.s_Manual_for_the_~b_PF
Institute for Personality and Ability Testinf,

~

p.

Ibid.,

p.

19.

Ii:J:i. CJ,.

J:Ju

::2()a

1'~7'0)

12.
:t::~;•

!t

interviews.

16.

The purpose of these interviews was to discover the individual's
own analysis of his leadership abilities and personality type,
and then see how these compare with the questionnaire results.
Those qualities ~hich cause one to be loved, feared,
hated or ignored as a leader are varied and complicated.
However,

this paper will attempt to show that with all

its

variety and complications, the necessary qualities for
leadership can, to some extent, be categorized.
help to ascertain what leadership is,

and isn't and how one

may attain the necessary skills to become an effective
educational leader.

!31JMMARY

This chapter be1an with several definitions of the term

to be necessary for leadership.

It was mentioned that it is

difficult to understand the dynamics of leadership.

The

purpose of this study will be to determine what common personal
attributes can be found in individuals who have attained
leadership roles in education.

Two hundred fifty administrators

in primary and secondary schools in the Cook County area were

sent Cattell's 16 Personality Factdrs Questionnaire plus a
demographic survey.

Ninty eight responded.

In ,:idditton,,

twenty two of those who responded were personally interviewed.
The results of these questionnaires and interviews follow.

CHAPTER Il

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

JNTRODUcrioN

The purpose of this chapter is to explore the literature

in this field in order to ascertain what research has already
been done.

The beginning of the chapter sets up the theoretical

framework of the study.

This section discusses the comments of

several researchers regarding general comments on what type of
person tends to become a leader and theories of leadership.
The second part of the chapter recounts a number of research
studies that relate to this study, either because they make
use of the 16 PF to discover leadership qualities, or because
they relate directly to educational leadership.

THEORETICAL_FRAMEWORKS

The idea that certain personality types are more likely
to become leaders has been researched for a long time,
most part unsuccessfully.
research, concluded that,

for the

Stogdill and Gibbs, after much
''numerous studies of the personalities

of leaders have failed to find any consistent pattern of traits

which character·i:.::e leadf2rs."
non the· whol €~,

1

Cartwright and Zander wrote,

the attempt to di scove1~ thr:~ tr·ad. ts that

dj_stinguish lec1.der!?.:- from non-lE~adf.~rs hais r:H~en_ c.1ii:::.appointinq." ::·
However,

some researchers have found a few notable differences
Cartwright and Zander also mention a report that

in 1 f?ad er· s.

leaders tend to be slightly taller,
those they lead,

3

and slightly brighter,

than

but this has no great significance in

in terms of personality.
Bell states that in the study of the relationship between
personality traits and leadership, no pattern of traits has

complex,
i--·o.11::?s. ''

and probably not consistent,
4

l·-lis Dpinion

pattern of functional

is clos<;;:r to thf:~ "idea thi::•.t

is determined by situation and function,

lEf:::1d,;;21···i;-:;hi.p

and not by any

particular personality traits.
Regarding the importance of motivation to leadership,

Because each man has a hierarchy of needs which motivate
him in all aspects of his life, the manager must be
vitally interested in understanding his own and his
subordinates' motivational patterns.
Motivation itself,
however, is a complex phenomenon which cannot be explained
solely an the basis of man's need structure. 5

1. Robert S. Cathcart and Larry A. Samovar,
(Dubuque: William A. Brown Company, 1972), p. 302.
I bi cl. , p. '.i'.~51 •
·-:~.

._, n

I l:J id

II

!I

J:1"

:2!:.i 1 "

(Englewood Cliffs: Prentice
4. Wendel Bell,
Pub~i.c_Leadership
Hall, .1(t70), pp. 164·-5.
Douq 1 Eis C.. 1::la.si l !'
Lt'?ader :::-h :i._p _'.3k i_l_J s_ f 01··· _E;-:_f!:'cut i Vi-:::•_i.:,c·t i.on
(American Management Association, 1971), p. 41.

Berne also feels there is a split of personality within
the ind:i.vidual.

He believes that it is difficult to tie an

effective leader down to one personality.

As parental figures,

effective leader has many "personas•.
some were stern and some benevolent,
t)ehaved amicably and sc,mr-2 (?.)·:ec1~abl y ..

in playful moods,
11

6

effective leader adjusts his "per-·son,,:1lity

some

In other words,
11

the

to !-'Jh,at a g1.v1:::>n

situation seems to require.
Beeler basically agrees with this divided personality
i

Cli.?.r.:1.

He believes that effective leadership requires many

different skills,

that is,

handle different problems.

different skills are required to
7

For this reason,

a single leader

may behave very differently in two different situations.
a single leader may be very effective in one situation,

and

less effective in another.
It is difficult to define exactly what is meant by
Hanlon defines personality as follows,
11

Pf2r·son.,:1J.ity

j_s

•

• a pattern of ideals which the individual

intends to achieve.

To achieve these,

acts are placed.

When these acts continue over a period of time,

they may be

clE·scr··i bt:\'d ais habits." 8

Eric Berne.
Ihe_Structure_and_Dynami_cs_of_Organi_z~tions
(F'hiL':ldeJ.phia: Lippinc:c:itt, l';;,6::::-::i, p. lb.
7. Duane Beeler,
Rol_es_of_the_Labor_Leader
<New Yark:
McGraw·-Hill, 1972), p. 6.
8. James M. Hanlon.
Adminlstrat~on_and_Educationi_Towards_a
_Thf2or v_of __ i;e J. ·f -(,,ct ua 1_ i_z at t_ on
( Bi:? l mon t. c~,\ 1 :i. +or· n :i.. ;;:\ ;;
Wadsworth, 1968>, p. 45.

6.

.lO

Cattell as well defines personality.

person will

He s;tat.P:::i,

do in a given situation.

is concerned with all the behavior of the individual,
over-t and under the skin.

11

both

9.

Knowles states that personality:
is influenced and molded mainly through the values and
norms of reference groups.
Even though a member with
such a commitment to a group later leaves it, his
personality will have been indelibly affected by
affiliation with that group. 10
He further states:
With respect to the formation of individual personalities,
cul tLwe c:,perc."lte!E- as one of a seri·es of factors ~·Jhi ch c:\l so
includes the physiologically determined potentialities of
the individual and his relations with other individuals. 11
Knowles recognizes two general concepts of personality
the robot concept and the pilot concept.
is<='- cult1-wa1 concept;

personaJ.ity is m<;"td(~ up elf

bounded range of potential
that,

The robot concept
"cl.

individual development''.

1,:;,ene:•t:icedly
12 Beyond

personality depends on a reflection of one's culture,

first as experienced through his parents and later by other
reference groups.
i_::!enf?t i

C"

The acceptance of authority is innate and

This is an objective view of human behavior.

Emmett Earl Baughman,
Persona1ity:_The_Psychol_ogica1_
Study_af_the_lndividual
<Englewood Cliffs: Prentice
Ha 11 , 1 'i7'2) , p. r::~.
10. H,:nry P. l<ncJwl E~s,
P<-::1 r-sonaJ. i_ty ·c.1.nd_Lf?ade1'-~=-hi_p_.8s,J·;c:1vi_o1'.
1971, (Heading, Mc:i.ssachusetts:: i4ddison---l.1Jf.=sslt;;;y, 19/:i.).
pp. !:ilj,--5.
lL I bi d • , p • 4!:i.
1211 Ibid., pp. 45-50.

9 ..

l l

pilot concept is a subjective view -

the inner workings of the

human mind are the real key to personality.
of choice and can. pilot his own couse.

13

Man has the power
The chief goal of

the individual is to actualize and maintain himself.

ThE~·

QCic."llS

and objectives of each individual are different.
Lai r·d statf:?S th,::1t "hum,,:1n-ness" is a major facto!'·· in
successful leadership.

This is an aspect of personality

14

which is in some ways difficult to analyze.
that the leader is in turn affected by the emotions at others.

He believes that the fear of being disliked and the inability

the leader to be unable to act and will undermine the positive
things he is able to do.

15

Jung divides personality types into two kinds -

two basic types as follows:
When orientation by the object pr~dominates in such a way
that decisions and actions are determined not by subjective
views but by objective conditions, we speak of the
extroverted type. 17
The introvert is distinguished from the extrovert by the
fact that he does not, like the latter, orient himself by
the object and by objective data, but by subjective
·f act.o,~S:.. 18
1 :3.

I bi d • ,

p.

60.

14. D. A. Laird,
The_New_Psychology_+or_Leadersh1p
York: Harper-Row, 1956), p. 189.
15. Ibid., p. 194.
16. Carl Gustav Jung,
Psychological_Types
University Press, 1971), p. 332.
:l 7. Ibid. , p. ::~:::;;::3.
18. Ibid., p. 373.

:!. :.2

Cat tel J. sa.ys of Jung,

"Jung has a,~quecl thc.'-it evf.:!1'·yon1~

shows a split between the conscious personality and the unconscious -

the anima -

the persona

the drives which are rejected

from the persona tending to find expression in the anima.'' 19
So Jung also sees a personality split within the individual.
Farley found,
leadership studies,

after investigating a large number of
that a number of characteristics are

frequently attributed to effective school

leaders.

The

characteristics are:

2.

a strong,

creative and bold personality,

3.

high expectations for students and staff,

4.

more time on task than less successful

and

leaders.

20

These studies would also indicate the need for a stronq
educational
1 E"::adersh i p.

leader.

Ferris has an interesting definition of

He states that leadership exists in people's minds

rather than in reality.

21

It is an inference made about a

person's behaviors and how they are interpreted -

ne is

0

leader because he is perceived as a leader.

tJ 1c?h ,::l. Vi DI~ !::"1.

He states that the most notable leadership behaviors

19. Raymond Bernard Cattell,
g§Q§C~l_E~Y~bglggy
!3c:i -P,r·t Publ i ::5he:·rs, 1. 941), pp. U32:-~~.•
20.

2:1..

F:.

(Cambridge:

F,,:i.r·i.(·?.Y, ''Somf?. Chi::1r--;.1c:t€-?l'·istics c1f i....f.-?f.:tdf.-?r·i;:. of Efft:-?c:tivF2
Schools'',
Amf21~ i_c an _Sec:ondc:11~y _EdLic ,,,,t 1_on
( ::3p1--· j_ r:q ,, :!. 9fl:::,;) ,,
p. 24.
b. R. Feri--·is "-~nd ~,::. !·I. RowL::1nd, "L.t-?aders.h:i.p, aob P021--·c:E~pt.:i.on•::;,
anc1 Influ,:::~nc:e",
Human_Fielati_ons
(Dect":!mbt:!r, :L9b1), p. J.070.

1 ::~;

are the ability to initiate structure and consideration for
the followers.

22

Brown states that the chief attributes of the effective
leader are sensitive understanding of human nature,
of the self,

understanding

integrity, a sense of total responsibility,

deiisiveness, and the courage to sustain his decisions.

23

Bennis considers the most important personality characteristic
of leaders to be integrity, dedication,
openness and creativity.

magnanimity, humility,

24

Getzels gives the following definition of personality:
Personality is the totality of what can be observed about
an individual, including his habitual behavior; personality
is the external-stimulus value of one individual for
another individual or group; and personality is the
internal motivation system of an individual that determines
his unique reactions to the environment. 25
C. Burt states that the concept of personality cannot be
i sol atf:?d.

He says:

(the individual is never an isolated unit andl what the
psychologist has to study are the interactions between a
11
p€-::J'"!S<::mal i ty II and an II envi 1rDnment 11 - the beh21vi or· of a
dynamic mind in a dynamic field of which it forms a
pa1r·t. 26
Cathcart and Samovar mention several authorities on what

~~·::·? ,. I 1:J i {j. , f:J" :t. ()7" :l
23. James Douglas BrDwn,
The_Human_Nature_of_Organi~at1_ons
(New York: Harper-Row, 1975), pp. 20-28.
24. Warren G. Bennis,
The_Unconscious_Conspiracy~_Whv_Leaders
Can'.t_Lead ·1968, p. 73.
25. Jacob W. Getzels, James M. Lipham and Roald F. Campbell~
Educationa~_Administrati_on_as_a_Soci_al __ Process
(New York:
Harper and Row, 1968), p. 66.
26. Cathcart and Samovar, p. 366.
rt
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type of individual becomes a leader.
Plato believed that only a select few men with superior
wisdom would be leaders.
St. Paul said only those
appointed by God could truly lead.
Machiavelli felt
that only those princes who demonstrated ability to
organize knowledge and power to meet political and
military challenges should be followed.
Hegel and Marx
doubted that any individual has superior strength and
influence, but rather, some men understood history and
the power of events and were able to lead by making
people aware of the direction and force of socio-economic
changes.
This obviously oversimplified description of
various theories of leadership serves only to show whv
it has been so difficult to arrive at a theory of
leadership or agree upon the characteristics of a leader. 27
ThE·_Fove,.l ___ Fi::\n k

Leadership is a problem in many areas.
of_Canada:s_Monthly_Letter

notes that the leader of a group

must be the power center of that group and must set the pace
in drive,

efficiency and enthusiasm. 28

The effective leader

should also have a genuine interest in people, since this leads
to a more poised and self-confident personality.
skills are essential to the successful

Communi cati c:ms

leader.

essential to leadership, and can only be accomplished through
effective communication.

The Hoyal

B,:1n k sugqe:::-ts;;.,

'' ThE· bf..:'~::-t

way to get anybody to do anything is to make him want to do
it, and it is therefore advantageous to give suggestions,
not onjers.

~;~:·7~u
28.
2'=?.

Ibic:ln,

Make the person feel

PP11

not

happy about doing ~hat you

::~;.(~.:J.-~Zn

The_Ro~al_Bank_of_Canada_Monthl_y_Letter
(r:-,uqust, 197;:i)!, p. 1.
Ibid. , p.. 4.

Vol.

56,

#8.

ultimate outcome of each project.

Followers will not believe

in something the leader doesn"t believe in himself.

H :i. '.'::-

C:H•W:

efficiency is not enough to carry a project to compl~tion,

but

can help to inspire others to greater output that can lead to
ultimate success.
In 1948, Stodgill listed the most commonly identified
leadership traits.

He stated

that the characteristics one

usually looks for in the leader are:
factors,

height,

weight,

physical appearance,

self-confidence, sociability,
dominance,

talkativeness,

physical and constitutional

.

. t: l. ~:It. l. VF:.•,

1 r'r l

enthusiasm,

intelligence,

p f!:.'r.. s i ::, t f::.·n c:: 1:-:> .,

alertness,

and

ot-iq:i.nality. ::~;o
In a series of studies in 1940,

Bird concluded tnat

leaders generally surpass non-leaders in intelligence,
scholarship, responsibility,

activity and social participation.

Jenkins differed with the personality trait approach to
l ec,,.cje1·-<;:;h :i. p.
direction,

He felt that although work has been done in that
no definitive results have been reached.

leddE?1·-·ship bF1hav:i_or.. ,
of

l ,,
..:!,.:::.
:~!;

:i.n i;;;.f2tting up i::1n adE"~quo.1tF~ <je:.,f:i.n:it1c:,n

the concept to guide research

tr"a.:lts;.• "

30.

nor·

i···!E• ~:-ti::\ t ecJ,

in isolatinq leadership

:y,?

Cathcart and Samovar, p. 409.
I b :i. cl • , p. 409 •
,Jol··,n G. G,2i er, ''P, T,,_,;;,.i t hpp1--o.:::1ch to thF.!.• 1:3tudy of L.e:E1cli::::~r·.. ~='-h:i. p
in Small Groups'',
Journal_af_Communi_cat:i._ons
(December •
.1 <;:, (°~) ·7 ) ,

~)

n

-.~1
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Maslow mentions another characteristic that would be
useful to the leader.

He-:· states:

The complete absence of frustration is dangerous.
lo
a person must deal with frustrat1on-tolerance,
the ability to perceive physical reality as essentially
indifferent to human wishes, the ability to love others
and to enjoy their need-gratification as well as one"s
own (not to use other people only as means). ~~

be strong,

So he believes that a characteristic one normally thinks of
in a negative fashion can be in some way positive.
Laye feels that the increased specialization of today"s
bureaucracy limits the view of the individual.
that the specialization,

II

.makes it difficult for the

leader to actually care for the organization.
thf.::>n becomi:?.s to qai n and hold powe1·-· f

01·-

fh<-c~i r- pi-J.ss1 on

themsE•l vef.:,. " ..·-:1·;,~,.
.·1

Thi?.

personal characteristics of the leader that we always think
of as necessary for a good relationship with the followers
may be missing in the highly specialized bureaucratic leader.
Murphy found that leadership traits are fluid and that
i ndi v:i. duF.1.l, c:h,:;-,.r-2,ctE.~r-:i. sti C:!5 c:hEtnc:_1e with the
example,

fc:;i

tu,::i.ti on.

1..:
...·.•·:,._.1

a person who is usually dominant may become shy whe~

placed in an unfamiliar situation.

A trait that is positively

related to leadership :i.n one situation may be negatively
related to leadership in another.

33.

Therefore,

accordinq to

Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development
Yearbook Committee, J.962, P§~f§iYiD9£_R§b0Yiog~_P§~gmiog~
a._l\lew __ Fcirce_i_n_Educat.i_on • p • .::::<?.
::~A. Loye, p. 4.
35. Shaw, p. 331.

:I.?

Murphy,

it is difficult to accurately measure personality

traits that relate to leadership, because the traits may
exist within the individual at one point in time,

but not

be present at another.
Fielder has developed a model of leadership effectiveness.
Leadership styles are identified by the ASo/LPC scores of the
leaders. 36

The participant responds to a questionnaire

ranking his most preferred and least preferred coworkers on
several characteristics.
of opposites)

The ASo score (assumed similarity

is found by comparing the ratings of the most

and least preferred coworkers.

A

gr~at difference in scares

causes a high score and a smaller difference causes a smaller
The LPC (least preferred coworker>

is based on how

the individual perceives his least preferred coworker.

T

{

.I.T

he thinks highly of this least preferred coworker, he has a
hiqh LPL !:;.corf?.
he has a

If he is highly critical of this coworker,

low LPC score.

The high LPC individual is usually

more satisfied with the interpersonal characteristics of his
job than the low LPC individual.
Fit?dler- state!?.,.:
High LPC leaders are concerned with having good interperson2l
relations and with gaining prominence and self-esteem through
these interpersonal relations.
Low LPC leaders are concerned

1B

with achieving success on assigned tasks, even at the risk
of having poor interpersonal relations with fellow
workers.
• 37
Shaw sums up the ideas of Fiedler by stating the following:
A task-oriented leader is more effective when the group-task
situation is either very favorable or very unfavorable for
the leader, whereas a relationship-oriented leader is more
effective when the group-task sit~ation is only moderately
favorable or unfavorable for the leader. 38

After working with this theory for approximately 15 years,
Fiedler ~akes three major points regarding the relationships
between leaders and groups.
(1)

The effectiveness of the group is contingent ~pon the

appropriateness of the leader"s style to the specific situation
in which he operates.

Most people are effective leaders in

some situations and ineffective in certain others.
,-,

',

( .r::• .>

The type of leadership style that we find most effective

depends upon the degree to which the group situation enables
the leader to exert influence.
(3)

If

leadership effectiveness depends not only upon

leadership style but also the group situation,

we can either

make the leader fit a specific group situation by selection
or training or we can engineer the group situation to f i t
the l ea.dt:~r.
::;7.
3~3
:39.
a

Ibid. ,

::::;9

338.
344 a
Cartwr- i qht ~,.nd ,Zc.:1.nder·,

I bi ci. ,

p.
p..

p.

::;62.
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Shaw also states that in other laboratory studies using
procedures very different from Fiedler•s similar results have
been obtained,

40

which seems to indicate that this model has

some validity.
Sol Levine states that there are basically four types
leaders:

the charismatic leader,

the informal

the organizational

leader and the intellectual

leader.

41

leader,
The

charismatic leader inspires his followers by the expression
of his own emotions.
the followers,
group.

He is able to perceive the feelings of

and dramatizes the emotional aspects of the

The organizational

leader excels at the day-to-day

functioning of the administration.
perhaps superficial,
informal

His greatest skill,

albeit

is speed and amount of work produced.

The

leader is often not perceived as a stronq leader

because of his inar~iculateness and closeness to the followers.
However,

his skill as a leader is based upon his sensitivity

to the feelings of the members and his ability to work with
people in a warm,

flexible way.

The intellectual

leader is

adept at the definition and discussion stages of participation,

but does not always work well with individuals and does not
always easily put his ideas into effect.

However,

his

acknowledged intellectual superiority gain him the re~µect
40.
41.

Shaw, p. 345.
Cathcart and Samovar,

pp. 386-391.

Levine feels that most leaders will

of the followers.

tit

into one of these four categories.
Cartwright and Zander mention other criteria for the
They state:

effective leader.

Among the values more commonly invoced in determining
crj.tei--ia of "good" leadership are high mo,--alei, hiqh
productivity, popularity, equalitarianism, and
authoritarianism.
In regard to such matters ss
popularity, group morale, and productivity it has been
possible to obtain quantitative measures and to demonstrate
that certain kinds of leader behavior produce more of these
valued properties than do others. 42
They further state:
Effective leaders are sensitive to the chan~ing conditions
of their groups and flexible in adapting their behavior to
new requirements.
The improvement of leadership may be·
expected, not from improving leaders apart from the group,
but by modifying the relations between leaders and the
rest of the group. 43

Jerry Kapp,

president of Phi Delta Kappa,

states that

in order for schools to gain the confidence of the public,
administrators must change their attitudes.
the function of leadership.
administrator can do.
attacking each other.

44

rh i

5

j_ S

p ,::1.r· t. of

There are several things the

They should stop discrediting and

They should acquire the will

c:h,:117<_:;ies and not believe '' 1~umo1·-~s '' th,::1.t. they

i:?-.F"E•

to make

poi.--JF::•1--1 E'!:":-'.5,.

They should stop dealing with petty grievances and deal

42. Cartwright and Zander,
4:::::.
44.

I bi d • ,

p.

p. 303.

.:~;04.

J<-:7.'1·-ry Kopp, '' Con+ j_ der,ce Th,~ouqh Ac comp J. i r:;hmt?1Tt:" :•
News~_Notes_and_Quotes, (1_..,lj_nter, l9B.::::), p. ::~:.

instead

2:1.

with major problems.

They should also try to re-establish a

sense of loyalty to the institution.
H6llander finds that there are three elements involved
the situation, the leader and the followers.
The situation concerns the task,

resources, social structure

The leader is moved by motivations, personality

and rul f.?S.

characteristics and competence.
by

45

The followers are also moved

personality characteristics, but by their expectations as

well.

The followers have certain expectations of the leader,

and the leader's success or failure is certainly at l9ast
partly dependant upon what those expectations are.
In his book

Powers_of_Mi_nd. Adam Smith finds an unusual

incentive to leadership - game playing.
people pt.~r-cE ive leadership as a qame!,
1

He believes that some

whj_ch he can ' 1t-Jin''
1

"lose", dependinq upon his deg1~ee of succee.s.
he sees his incentive working.

He ~5tates,

01'-

Even in business,

''Many pE:i:Jpl

E·

:i.

n thF!

world of money did not pursue money as the object but rather as
i:1.

pr-ocess in a game to bi~~ pl ave-:·d. '' 46
This is a very different way to look at leadership, but

it does suggest interesting possibilities.
innovative leaders gain inspiration for their work by the

45. E. P. Hollander,
Leadership_Dynam\cs:_A_Practical.
Gui_de_to_Effective_Relati_onsh~os
(New York: The
Free Prf?ss, 1 97E3 .1 , p. B.
46., Adam E,mith,
Powe1··e._of _1..,.li._ncj
(New York: Random House,
1975),

p.

242.

in his study of 1 eader-shi p types cal 1 s

one the "gamesmc:ir,"..

47

This is the leader- who thr-ives on competition and does not
mind taking a chance ..

He is a team player- and competes not

to gain follower-s or- ear-n money,

but to gain fame,

glory and

the exhilar-ation of victor-y.
Knezevich identifies the chief functions of the leader

how to inspire continuous professonal ~evelopment,

and how

to maximize the output of educational

services ar-e challenges

to lf:?c:1.dE'~t···ship.

the admin:i.•::=.t1···,=itDt·· ui,su,.,,tlly

11

48

H1:?. spE~c:lfies that

does not attack goals himself,
achieve institutional goals.

but must wor-k through others to
Therefore,

how the administrator-

relates to people will ultimately determine his degree of
SI...\CCt?=:-~;n

Knezevich defines leader-ship as follows:
Leadership has been conceived of as (1) an attribute of
pf::rsonaJity (symbc:i.l.ic leader·iship), (2) a status, t:it1E;,
or position recognized in a formal organizational char-t
(formal leadership), and (3) a function of role per-formed
in an organized group (functional leader-ship).
Leadership
is, in essence, concerned with human ener-gy in organized
qr-oup~;. 4c_;i
For the purposes of this paper,

47.

48.
49.

symbolic leadership 1s

Maccoby, Michael,
The_Leader_-_A_New_Face_for_Ameri_can
Management
(New Yor-k: Simon and Schuster, 1981), p. 19 ..
Stephen J. Knezevich,
Admini_str-ati_on_of_Publ_ic_Educat1on
<New York: Harper and Row, 1975), p. 81.
I bi d. , ·~~. 81 .

the most meaningful.

Irving Knickerbocker mentions several

aspects of symbolic leadership. 50
charismatic leadership -

First he discusses

this is the individual who is recognized

as a leader in terms of personality traits such as enthusiasm,
forcefulness and perseverance.

He then mentions physical

size as related to leadership:

often the taller individual

is regarded as more like a leader than the shorter individual.
He points out that in 14 out of 15 presidential elections
from 1904 to 1960 the taller candidate was elected.
point is the romantic concept of leadership.
amonq p ?opl e for .. a
1

Hi

!5

n t-::':-r t

There is a desire

"father image" or-· "~=-€-?CLWt ty s:.ymbol"

.:s.

superhuman who can salve all problems, has unlimited powers
and possesses none of the usual faults of ordinary people.
Therefore the leader is often perceived as larger,

stronger,

more intelligent, more mature, more cultured and more 1mpress1ve
than the ordinary individual.

He points out that this concept

of the leader works better at a distance;
follower is to the leader,

the closer the

the easier it is to see his

i mpE:=!rff2ct:i. ons.
sometimes htde behind a personality myth if he can avoid
revealing much of himself to his followers.

Knf:::Zf2\/j_ c::h

~c..L

'"u

mentions th,::i.t this typt? of r·omant.ic myth can 1,,.iork +c:.11·- ,,~t.. ,,,t::!
education~! administrators,

such as the superintendent of a

24

large district, who cannot possibly have personal contact with
all of his followers.

They may be more inclined to follow a

mythic leader sold to them through a public relations policy
than to follow a mere human with whom they have no direct
contact..
Getzels and Guba identify four common leadership styles:
the manipulative or pseudodemocratic leader, the nomothetic
leader, the idiographic leader and the transactional
The manipulative or pseudodemocratic

leader. 51

leader gives the impresseion

of being democratic even when he isn"t.

He makes his wishes

known and appoints a committee to solve the problem,

but the

committee is actually a rubber stamp that just legitimizes the
wishes of the leader.
of the individual.

The nomothetic leader puts the importance

~e stresses following

the proper rules and

procedures and is not particularly concerned with the welfare
of his followers.

The idiographic leader

is just the opposite.

His concern is with the individual personality and ego - both
his own and that of his followers.

He is willing to bend the

rules and to sacrifice some of the institutional demands 1n
order to meet individual needs.

The transactional leader is

a combination of the nomothetic and the idioqraphic leaders.
He tries to consider both institutional goals and individual
needs, and tries to judge each occasion seperately, so that
;:_; 1 •

I b j_ d. ,

p.

8'-,i.

sometimes the institution is predominant and sometimes the
individual.

Knezevich states that while these terms are

relatively new and not in general use,

the transactional

leader will probably be the leader of the future.
Unruh and Turner list several personality characteristics
that can be attributed to the effective leader.

They are a

co-operative nature, good manners, ethics and empathy. 52
Awareness of human relations is essenti~l to the successful
administrator.
Over the past several years, a number of research projects
have been reported that relate to leadership and personality.
Although none of these studies duplicated what is done in thie
paper, there are some similarities.

Some recent studies of

this nature follow.
Research_Studies_Using_the_\6PF
William Ivan Erickson of the University of Southern
California compared the 1967-8 NASSP administrative interns
with a 1965 study of administrators in Clark County, Nevada. 53
The interns were given the 16 Personality Factors questionnaire
in September and again in April, after seven months as interns.
The ages of the interns ranged from twenty six to thirty five.
52. Adolph Unruh and Harold E. Turner,
Superv~slon_for_Change
~og_!QDQY~ti9D (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1970), p. 88.
53. William Ivan Erickson,
Personalit~_Characteristics_of_the
\967-B_NASSP_Administrat~ve_)nterns_as_Measured_by_the
G~tt~l!_Qy~§ii9QD~icg, University of Southern California 1969
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Of the one hundred fifteen interns,

one hundred nine individuals

completed both forms of the questionnaire.

In the first test,

the interns were significantly higher as assertive,

Puring their seven months of experience,

lucky and venturesome.

the results of the second test showed some changes.
became higher at a

.01

happy-go-

The interns

level in shrewdness and extraversion.

The study that was most closely related to this one done
by Richard Penkava of the University of Southern California.

~~

The study regarded the personality characteristics of high
school principals.

As subjects Penkava chose 35 United States

Dependant Education System of 1972.
16 PF.

European Area principal$ in May

He sent these individuals Forms A and B of Cattell's
Thirty responded.

Then referring to the NASSP Survey

of Senior High School and Junior High School Principals,
Penkava compared his subjects with NASSP interns.

The principals

were found to be significantly more tender-minded,

imaginative,

forthright and expedient,
and relaxed.

but less experimental,

When compared with selected USDESEA teachers,

principals ranked as less experimental.
general population,
tender-minded,

intelligent
the

When compared to the

the principals scored as more intelligent,

outgoing,

emotionally stable, assertive,

54. Richard Anton Penkava.
Personality_Characteri_st1cs_ot_Hi_gh
School __ Princi_pals_as_Measured_by_the_Cattel_l __ \6_PF
Questi_onnai_re£_United_States_Dependents_Schools 5 _European
Brg~£ University of Southern California, 1974.
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venturesome,

imaginative~ self-assured and experimenting.

John L. Townley of the University of Southern California
did a similar study in which he compared characteristics of
innovative teachers with an earlier study of innovative and
non-innovative administrators and with the 1967-68 NASSP
administrative interns.

For the study.

Townley used forty

three teachers who had been chosen as innovative by two or
more administrators in the Torrance Unified School District.
All subjects were given Forms A and B of Cattell's 16 PF.
Compared to innovative administrators, the teachers were
significantly more expedient, tender-minded,
forthright and creative.

imaginative,

Compared to non-innovative

administrators, the teachers ranked significantly higher on
the above, as well as more stable, assertive, happy-go-lucky,
venturesome and self-assured.

Compared to the interns they

were more reserved, stable, expedient, tender-minded,
imaginative, forthright,

conservative and controlled.

As

compared to the general population, they were more intelligent,
stable,

tender-minded,

imaginative and creative.

Demographically,

the subjects were nineteen males and thirty four females;
median age was thirty one to thirty five;

the

twenty two had

Bachelor's degrees and twenty one had Master's deqrees, 0nd
55. John Laurence Townley,
Personalit~_Characteri_stics_of
Jnnovative_Teachers_as_Measured_by_the_Cattel~_16_PF.
University of Southern California, 1973.

:.::s
the average length of time in teaching was six to eight years.
Christa Margarete Metzger of Arizona State University
used the Peel Definition of Leadership to conduct a study. 56
She chose 964 administrators who were randomly chosen from
school districts across the entire country.

Only those school

districts with a student population of over ten thousand were
There was a high level of agreement

considered for this study.

among administrators with the Peel Definition, but since no
attempt was made to determine why administrators agreed or
disagreed, the conlusions are not very useful to this paper.
Elizabeth B. Shipman of Ohio-university did a study of
individual personality types. 57

She chose at random a rumber

of teachers from thirty two experimental Career Education
school districts in Ohio.

Using the LEAD-Self instruments, a

self-perception measure, she identified 397 teachers as having
a dominant personality type.
shot.-.ied tha.t c:if

The LEAD-Self instrument also

tl1ese individuals, 97~-~ were "high r·el,::1tj_on~ship"

people, who valued social interaction.

Only ten of the subjects
The fact that dominant

personality types are also high relationship types does not seem
56. Christa Margarete Metzger,
Content_Va\i_dati_an_of_the_Peel
JPerformance_Evaluation_o~_the_Educat1_onal_Leader) __ Defin\tion
gf_8dmini§tC§tiY§_~gmQ§t§Q~§, Arizona State University. 1975.
57. Elizabeth Barton Sh1cman,
Individual __ Types_as_Leaoersh~p
Styl_es_Rel_ated_to_the_Level_o~_Use_of_an_Educatonal
Innovati_on: ___ Teacher Adoptlon_of_Career_Education_1n_Ohi_o
Ohio Univer·r~ity, 1'"t76.

surprising, and Shipman does not explain any additional
significance to this fact.
Gary John Wexler of the University of Southern California
did a personality research project involving elementary school
teachers which used the Cattell questionnaire. 58

He asked

twenty eight elementary principals to select sixty six teachers
they considered innovative, using the Teacher Characteristics
and Practices Checklist

<TCPC>.

These chosen teachers were

given Forms A and B of the 16 PF and the Dohmann Survey of
Teachers' Perceptions Toward Educational

Innovations and Change.

Of the sixty six subjects selected, sixty three completed the
questionnaires.

On the Dohmann scale, thirty seven scored high

on openness to change.

The thirty five female subjects out of

the sixty three were then compared with a sample of 1280
female teachers, who were not specifically chosen far innovation.
The research subjects scored significantly higher on the
following 16 PF scales:

self-assured, group dependent,

intelligent, emotionally stable, enthusiastic, venturesome,
tender-minded and imaginative.

When the elementary school

group was compared with the group of secondary school teachers,
the elementary school teachers were found to be more shrewd and
more conservative.
58. Gary John Waxler,
Personali.ty_Character~sti_cs_of_fnnovati_ve
Elementary_Teachers_as_Measured_by_the_Cattell __ j6_PF.
University of Southern California, 1977.
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Ronald James of the University of Massachusetts correlated
a personality test of elementary school administrators and his
own instument to measure perceptions of subordinates. 59

He

found a moderate level of congruity.
Marjorie Maynerd Cabe of the University of Oklahoma
compared behavioral profiles of successful educational
administrators with their behavior expectations. 60

Cabe

found there were four distinct types of composite profiles
which were fairly consistent in terms of expected criterion.
William Edward Miller of Arizona State University compared
personal systems of business faculty and business leaders using
Form D of M.

Rokeach's Value Survey and found that faculty

members chose such values as helpfulness,
broadmindedness. 61

loving and

Business leaders, on the other hand,

chose ambition, courageousness and imagination.
Marilyn Joan Kendall of the University of South Carolina
administered Cattell's 16 PF to ninty nine U. S. Army Officers
and compared these results with peer evaluations for the same

59. Ronald James,
An_Analysi_s_of_Leader_Atti_tudes_and_8ehav~or~
A_Paradi_gm_for_Jmcroving_Leadershi_p_Effectiveness "
University of Massachusetts, 1982.
60. Marjorie Maynerd Cabe,
Val_i_dat~ng_a_Behav1_oral __ Pro+i_le_for
~tf§~t!Y~-~tjy~~ti9D@l_b@~tj~c§hiQ, University of Oklahoma,
1982.
61.

William Edward Miller,
A_Comparati_ve_Study_o+_Personal_
Svstems_of_Col.legi_ate_Busi_ness_Students~_Facutty_and
Busi_ness_Leaders" Arizona State University, 1982.

::=; :I.

officers. 62

She found that peer ratings were inconsistent

from rater to rater and that these results did not correlate
highly with the results of the Cattell test.
the officers saw themselves differently than did their pee~s.
Jane Anne Dietl of the U. S.

International University

gave the Omaha Comprehensive Myer-Briggs Type Indicator
(personality)

to 125 administrators,

to president,

at Northwestern Bell. 63

rated traits to be sensing,

thinking,

third level of manager
She found the best
judging and extrovert

t endr.~nc :i es.
Winifred Phillips Scott of the University of California
tried to determine what variables contribute to leadership
among female occupational therapists.

64

She sent her own

survey to 405 leaders and non-leaders and determined that the
leaders,

on a whole,

had begun to lead early in life,

were

more active in sports and many had sponsors who helped them
in their careers.

They also had spent less time unemployed,

married less frequently,

and when married,

had less children.

Shannon and Houston did a study comparing the personality
62.

63.

64.

Marilyn Joan Kendall,
The_Ro~e_of_Personallty_on_Leadersh\p
Di.mi ns ions _{4mong_U_. -~~j •___ f.41·-my~f.4dj_u t ;;i.nt._Genr?1~ al __ Co1r· ps:. __ Ut +. i_ C:i~~r-s:. ,,
University of South Carolina, 1981.
Jane Ann Dietl,
A_Study_Reflecting_the_Domi_nant._Personali_ty
St~le_Most_Successful __ in_E~emgl_i_fvlng_Effect.i_ve_Si_tuat1.ona\
Leadersh~p_Wlth1_n_a_Corporate_Organi_zati_on,
U. S. Internaticm,:il Unive1'-!:'.;ity, 1.9ElL
Winifred Phillips Scott,
Y@ci~~!§§_Wbi~b_Ggntci~Yt§_tg
Le<::1de1~st1 t_p_Among_F em~;;..l e_Occupat i_onal __ Tht::-~rapi_st. s •.
University of Califo1r-r,ia, 1.<1B:t.

traits of college students between the years 1971-2 and 1977-8.
For his study he chose 2,181 male and female undergraduate and
graduate applicants to the College of Education at the University
of Northern Colorado.

1,164 were from the 1971-2 school year

65

and 1,017 were from the 1977-8 school year.
the 16 F'F.

The results showed that the 1977-8 students were in

general more extroverted,
suspicious,
venturesome,

All took Form A of

less tense,

better adjusted,

more assertive,

less radical,

more

more enthusiastic,

more conscientious, more self-assured,

more conservative than the 1971-2 students.

more

more secure,

Houston states,

''It appears that the alienation, radicalism and dissatisfaction
that seemed to affect college students in the late 1960's
t.1:?nded to decline in th1:? 1 t,70' s." 66

1-lo~·Jf~veir·, hi:~ st;,,i"t.E·~=- th,::1.t

caution should be taken in inferring too much from these results.
Todd Hoover of Loyola University conducted a study to see
if the 16 PF and/or grade point average could predict success
in an Educational Media class. 67

For this study he chose 110

students who were enrolled in Educational Media during the
school years 1975-6 and 1976-7.
majoring in elementary education.

t:-i~:.i

Most of these students were
All

110 students took the

l_. f:;:
f-31·1 i::tr) non ,~:\ n cl s
l-lcJt.l !:":- t C)n, I! f:: E·:·1-- ~::.<:Jn i!:( J. :i. t '.r' F" ,':.iC t: cir·~; Ct+
Coll ec3e Stud(7.")nti;.:; ·f ir·c:,m Two Di f f e1--E-.'nt Enr·oJ. 1 mF,. nt Pf~,,-·· :i. od-,::- '',
,.Journal_of _E;-:_pe1~.i._ment,:11_Educati_on • (\:3i...tii"liTH:'11'"? l9t30i !' p . .:::;,:.)',?.
1
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n
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66. Ibid. , P. :~::06.
67. Todd Hoover·, ''P1:."':!1~+ c:>1r·manc:e Pr·ed i ct ion r.:if btudents :i. n Tf-,::,.,,1c:hE0i'"
l:::,jucat ion",
Jo1..w·n,:1l _o+ _E>:p<-:.~1,· i mental __ Ec!ucE1t .i._cin
(Spring, if:;>79), p. 19::;;;.

16 PF.

Hoover found that neither the 16 PF nor grade point

average could be used as a predicter of success 1n this course.
Although Cattell sets seperate norm tables for males and
females,

Stroup and Manderscheld found evidence that these are

not really necessary.

68

In a study of

1,102 male college

students and 1,047 female college students who had taken the

16 PF, they found only moderate differences between the two
groups,

so they concluded that sex differences are not important

on the 16 F'F.

However,

Cattell

felt that even these modest

differences were significant.
Jackson states that a number of studies in urban schools
ind i cat€'~s ;a n1=:ed f 01r·

'' s.tr·Dng instruct i ona1

these schools successful.

69

1 c2adF2r·sh :i. p '' to mi, \ke
0

.To test this idea,

he prepared a

series of questions to assess the perceptions of administrators
and teachers related to the instructional

climate in their

These questions were based on the School

Study. 70

The instrument was given at eighteen Washington,

public schools in low income areas.
designated as successful

6El.

69.

70.

Effectiveness

and four

D. C.

Four of these schools were

were designated as unsuccessful

f.-1. L. Str·oup anc! 1::;;. !;J. MandF-·1~schE·lr.J, ''P,nEllyi::-iis, !3ampJ.E·!, anc:I
Gf?nder· Va1r· i E1t :ions j_ n 16 F'F :::;econd-01·-de,,·· F'€?.1'-!c;onc:1.l :i. t y F,:,,,ct.01'"·1;:; '' ,,
,J our nal __ of _Ei-: per· i_menta1 _Education , ( ~-'Ji ntf21r, :i. ';_;;7t3--7;,i) ,
F' .. lltJ.
Shirley A .. Jackson, David M. Logsdon and Nancy E. TavJ.or,
"I nstn..1ct i onr.1.l l..E•ad<-21r sh :i. p Behaviors,.:
Di f f E?r··ent :i c:1.t. i nq
E-ffectivi:? fr-om Inef·fectivi:? L..O!,J--Incc:ime u1,··b,,u1 Ekhoolis".
Ycb~o-~d~~§tiRD
<April, 1983), p. 59.
Ibid., p. 60.

·. I'·

.:~;.4

Success was determined by fifty percent or more of the students
performing at or above fifty percent on the California Test of
Basic Skills.

The principals in the successful schools were

seen by their teachers as more supportive of teachers,
assertive,

involved in more areas of school

visible in the halls.

more

life and more

The principals in the less successful

schools were seen as more permissive and informal.
to back up the idea that strong leadership tends to lead to
greater success in urban schools.
In personality testing,

Auld stated that persons of the

middle-class tend to get more favorable scores than lower-class
subjects,

+E1ctcws,

but he stated that this is probably because of social
not that

CHH~

qroup

j_

s

"bi?.t t, 2r·· <:1.dj uste:•cl" than th(?.
0

This factor should be considered when giving
personality tests.
Marvin E.

Shaw States several hypotheses to explain the

dimensions of leadership.
(1)

Persons who actively participate in the group are more

likely to attain a position of leadership than those who
participate less in the group's activities.

(2)

Possession of task-related abilities and skills enhances

attainment of a position of leadership.

11 ..

Frank {-kd d ,
PerS:.onaJ._i_t y

Th<·:?_ In+ J._uE,nt:e_o+__ Soc i aJ. __ Cl_c:l!:::-~;;_on _ l"e!::-t s_of
(M,::1dison: Dr-ev-J Univc-?1,·s:ity, :i.-=-;~_:i2), pp. :i.5--1<:i,,

(3)

Emergent leaders tend to behave in a more authoritarian

manner than elected or appointed leaders.
(4)

The source of the leader"s authority influences both the

leader"s behavior and the reactions of other group members.
(5)

Effective leaders are characterized by task-related

abilities, sociability and motivation to be a leader.
i. b}
. ·-

Democratic leadership results in greater member

satisfaction than autocratic leadership.

(7)

Leaders tend to behave in a more authoritarian manner

in stressful than in nonstressful situations~

(8)

The degree to which the leader is endorsed by the group

members depends upon the success of the group in achieving
its goals.
(9)

A task-oriented leader is more effective when the

group-task situation is either very favorable or very
unfavorable for the leader, whereas a relationship~oriented
leader is more effective when the group-task situation is
only moderately favorable or unfavorable for the leader.

1~

Shaw also states that he has found numerous studies that se~n,
to indicate that the individual who attains a leadership role
72. Marvin E. Shaw.
:t 9B 1 ) •

pp.

34:~::--4.

Group_Dynamics

(New York: McGraw Hill,

36

tends to exceed the average population in intelliqence,
scholarship, dependability in exercising responsibilities,
participation in group oriented organizations and socioeconomic
status.

He mentions other studies that indicate the average

leader excels in sociability,
how to get things done,

initiative, persistence,

self-confidence,

popularity and adaptability.

insight,

knowinq

cooperativeness,

Shaw groups all of these abilities

into three general catagories -

group goal facilitation

(abilities necessary to attain goals,

such as insight and

intelligence), group sociability (abilities that are necessary to
keep the group going,

such as sociability and cooperativeness)

individual prominence

(abilities related to the person's desire

for recognition,

such as initiative and self-confidence).

and

73

In short, he believes a potential leader must have organizational
skills, he must be able to work well with others,

and he must

have the desire to be a leader.
Shaw discusses a study by Michener and Lawler related to
how a group perceives a leader.

They found that in general a

leader was perceived to be successful
successful,

if the group itself was

if reward distribution was hierarchical,

leader was not vulnerable to removal from office.

74

and if the
Shaw

believed Michener and Lawler found these results because groups
73.
74.

Ibid.,
Ibid.,

p. 325.
p.
~~~

~~~-

tend to conform to majority opinion and it is difficult to
argue with success.
In 1935,

Tead listed ten elements that he said should

be po:;sei:;sed by the

II

ideal

be present somewhat

in all

II

leader,
leaders.

,:':ind that 1,,icer·e nec:e:.sary to
These elements were:

1.

Physical and nervous energy

2.

A sense of purpose and direction

:::::.

Enthusiasm

4.

Friendliness and affection

6.

Technical mastery

7.

Decisiveness

8.

I nteil l i qence

9.

Teaching skills

10.

Fa.ith 75

Related to faith in his endeavors, Tead later stated that to
be successful, the leader ''must cherish the firm conviction

In his book,

The_Leader , Michael Maccoby defines th~

job of the leader as follows:
A successful leader draws out, promotes, and defends
attitudes and values that are shared by members of the
group, class o~ nation he leads.
The_Art_of_Leadershi_p
!I

p,.

s::::;.

I bi d . ,

p•

:2:58.

19:::;;5)

7 6.

(New York:

McGraw-Hill,

expresses goals in line with these values.
reinforces and may even infuse a sense of value in people
who now feel that what they are doing has become valuable.
There can be no single eternal model of successful
1 eader·shi p. 77
Thus,

whatever the leader does that instills a sense of worth

and accomplishment in the followers makes him a successful

Maccoby feels that as times have changed,
leader who will succeed has changed.
can solve all our problems,
autocratic leader.

We all want someone who

but we have come to reject the

He is not exactly sure what the new model

of leadership will be,

but

h€·?

stateis,

renounce the wish for authority,
problems,

"Onlv

the leader who solves all

will we gain the clarity to choose leaders who

'' Leiade,,·s !5l.lCCE•ed on 1 y when th;:2-y· embody and
or worse,

the type of

f:?N

prf::.•S:"5,

f

r.:i1····

be::t tr:2t··

values rooted in the social character of group,

o,,. nation.'' 7,:,

Howeve,~,

he sf2es this i:2me·1·-·(Jinq lt"0<:'.-id(:-?1'·· E,s

class
n0:iqEt.t:i.VE;'

Three negative traits are observed by Maccoby.
ThE,' t1--ai ts are::

an other-directed marketing orientation, aliehation,
detachment and disloyalty, where people tend to trade
integrity for status:
undisciplined self-indulgence
and an escapist, consumer attitude, fantacy and compulsive
11.
713.
79 ..

Michael Maccaby,
1 ·:;:·s 1 ) , p • 1 4.
Ibid., p.
ibid., p .. .,:..._1"
,..)'-=!'

The _LE:::adE·1'·

<New York: Simon and Schuster,

::~;,:_-;

entertainment which one rationlizes as self-fulfillment;
cynical rebelliousness, and attitude of getting as much
as one can by giving as little as possible, rationalized
in terms of rights and entitlements.
The negative
character lacks a sense of self and meaning beyond
satisfying limitlf?ss, E.m!sla\dng "ne(~?d~:;;". 80
Maccoby does not see all modern leaders possessing these
negative traits but does see this attitude as a barrier to
effective leadership in the present.

But the successful

leader has to be fully aware of both positive and negative
traits in both followers and other leaders in his organization,
since all members of the organization are interrelated.
concludes his summary of leadership abilities by stating,
'' Leadt?rsh i p is achieved cin l y t,y those ~,.,rho und(·?t"-~,;tand both
their particular environment,
and theii~

Oh'n

Cdpi::ibilitif':.'S.

11

including its social character,
Bl

In an e¥tensive study of a variety of modern leaders,
Maccoby concludes that the successful leaders of today share
He points out the following:
(1)

They are persuasive communicators.
They share common personality traits:

ambition,

int.el 1 i

fJE"i""rCE",

will, and optimism.

(3)

They have a critical attitude to traditional authority.

(4)

They are flexible,

80.
Bl.

I IJ id. ,

Ibid.,

pp. .w;;~-~:;;.
pp. !:i9-·60.

competent managers with a sense o~

4()

reality and its emotional equivalent, a sense of humor.
(5)

They recognize that profit and effectiveness legitimate

their leadership and that success motivates.
(6)

They are not willing to gain power or money by going

along with unethical practice or by pandering to the worst
in people.
17)

They don't try to control everyone. 82
Maccoby feels that the gap between the successful

modern leader and the failed leader is often one of traininq.
Specifically, he feels the failure is in the area of the
humanities;.•

If we are to have better leaders, they must be

better trained in the humanities, specifically writing,
speaking, religion, ethical philosophy, depth psychology and
history.

He states:

The best modern managers are well educated in science and
technology and perhaps law and the ahistorical social
sciences, such as economics.
But they know little history
and lack a sense of what human development means over
time.
They are unaware that irrational rules and
institutions were probably once rational solutions to a
problem that no longer exists. 83
While these problems may not be as pronounced among more
liberally educated person~ in educational administration,
the point is well taken that a training in humanities will

t3:~·::" It.J:i.ct.,

pf.::i.

l:33.

p.

I bi d. ,

:2:2()-:2:~~:3"
•

:z::; l
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help one to be more aware of one's society and how to function
as a leader in that society.
Glennelle and Gerald Halprin did a study involving the
16 PF related to the attitudes and personality characteristics

of education students. 84

They found earlier research that

indicated that humanistic teachers, who were mainly concerned
with the welfare of their students, tended to have less
discipline problems and more teaching suc~ess than authoritarian
teachers, who were mare concerned with subject matter and
They wanted to determine if personality

following the rules.

was a factor in this matter.

They chose as subjects 110

students in an educational psychology course for education
majors at a large Southeastern university.
forty nine were undergraduate students and sixty one were
graduate students.

All took the 16 PF, Form A; the Tennessee

Self-Concept Scale and the Pupil Control

Ideology Form.

The

Tennessee Self-Concept Scale tests overall level of self-~steem
and the Pupil Control

Ideology Scale tests on a continuum

orientation between humanism and authoritarianism.

r h f:.':

1· .. i':,: -;;;

u 1 t. '"·

the humanistically oriented educators were
emotionally stable, expedient, happy-go-lucky,

imaginative,

venturesome, outgoing, relaxed, self-assured and had a high
l~l4.

C3lenn(?.lle ,and (3€0t··ald Halp1--in, ''Pf21--·sonal:i.ty Cha,,·,,-~ct:.e:•1'··:i.'.5t1c's
and Self-Concept and Preservice Teachers Related to their
Pupil Control Orientation'',
Journal_of_Experimental_
f:_::g_h,\<;.!."€!:!;.tq!J , ( E:umm£0r, l 9B2) ,, pp. 1 ·:?::_; ..... 6.

4::2

sel f--concept..
feelings,

The authoritarians were more affected by

conscientious, sober, practical, shy, reserved,

tense, apprehensive and had a lower self-concept.

The

Halprins hoped this profile would make it easier to identify
which students are likely to become more humanitarian teachers
and which are likely to become more authoritarian.
This and other similar studies indicate the 16 PF has
been used in a great deal of research that does not relate
directly to education but does show the possible uses of the
qu.F.1!,st i onnc,1i r-e.

Some of these studies attempt to use the 16

PF as a predict.er of success in school courses or particular
;;~r1:2as of i,;tudy.

Some use the 16 PF to form a model of certain

behavior types, such as the one attempted in this paper far

A profile of a similar nature but with a different aim
was prepared by Donald Sloat, Rex Leonard and Kenneth Urial
Gutsch. 85

They attempted to produce a profile that could be

used to identify potential drug abusers.

They administered

the 16 PF to forty known adolescent drug users at the

young people of similar ages who had no history of drug
a.buse.

A personality profile of each type was made up.

85. Donald Sloat, Rex Leonard and Kenneth Urial Gutsch,
"Di !::-Cr- j_ m:i nant i4nc:1l ysi s f 01r 1'1f2c:iSUi'-i nq F::.ychothf"~r-- ,::q:JE:•Ut j_ C
Ch,::mqf?

11

U4p1·-i l,

,

r-,·1eaSLW"('.?fliE~nt_and_Evc(l_uc:1ti_on_i n __ Gui_danCf.? .•

1(;;g:3;),

p. 38.

giving clients the 16 PF,

therapists can then compare their

results with the profiles to identify potential drug abusers.
Cattell states that the specific personality factors
examined by the 16 PF have been carefully chosen and are
comprehensive.

He s;.tates:

They (the presonality factors chosen) leave out no
important aspect of the total personality, they are
relatively independent of each other, and they are
all known to be important in the sense of each having
a wide influence on behavior. 86
Cattell on his 16 PF identifies one of his factors as

outgoing sociability and emotional responsiveness,
an aspect of social sensitivity. 88

so it is

Parmia correlates

positively with degree of acceptance in the group and amount
of participation.

89

So the more outgoing individual tends

to participate in the group and to be more concerned with
Cattell states that on all

group acceptance.
16 PF neurotics,

alcoholics,

forms of the

narcotic addicts and delinquents

are usually abnormally low on ego strength.
He also states that even though all

90

the scales of the

16 PF have tested consistently, the four most stable factors
are radicalism vs.

conservatism and rationalism vs.

emotional

d,-S.

Ha:l.p1r:i.n,

ElEl"
!39.

Ib:i.d., p .. 207.
I bi cl. ,, P. ;~06.
Raymond Bernard Cattell,
The_Scienti_f~c_Analvs~s_of
Pe1rs.011al_j__ty , (Chicago: Ald:inP Publishinq CcHiipci.ny; :1.,:;;·66),

=-?()It

p.

74.

p.

:1.96.

.1.j.4

attitudes. 91
One of the personality factors Cattell measures is
intelligence,

which yields a single score.

other writings Cattell speaks of intelligence as havinq two
forms -

fluid and crystallized.

92

Fluid intelligence refers

to the individual's ability to grasp and adaptability.
Crystallized intelligence refers to that which one has learned
through experience and edcucation.
Getzels reports an interesting study by James M.
for the University of Chicago in 1960. 93

Lipham

Lipham chose eighty

four school principals in a large Midwestern city.
were ranked for effectiveness by the Superintendent of Schools
and four assistant superintendents,
contact with the subjects.

all o+ whom had direct

The principals then completed the

Edwards Personal Preference Schedule and the Malo Sentence
Comp 1 et :i. on Test.

The tests showed that in general the more

effective principals were inclined to engage in strong and
purposeful activity,

have keen achievement and mobility drives,

like social situations,

are secure in home and work environments

and have greater emotional control.

Raymond Bernard Cattell,
Personalltv~_a_Svstematic
Theoreti_ca\_and_Factua\_Study • (New York: McGraw
Hi 1 1 , 1 9:".50 > , p • T::'.1.
92. Steven V. Owen, H. Parker Blount and Henry Moscow.
Educ:,::ition.::1.l_ Psyc:hol_c'.:l(JV ,, (Bostc:;n: L_j_ttJ.f.? B,,-ovJn, :l.'i78) ,.
p. 70.
93. Jacob W. Getzels, James M. Lipham and Roald F. Campbell
Educationa~_Admi_ni_strati_on_as_a_Socia~_Process.
(New York: Harper and Row, 1968), pp. 231-3.
91.

Astin sent his own opinion questionnaire to 299 college
administrators. 94
administrators'

The general tone he found regarding the

perceptions of their jobs was optimistic.

The

higher the position, the greater the job satisfaction indicated
by the

SL1bj

ects.

The qualities these administrators most

valued in subordinates were initiative, cooperation and
professional competence.
Richard Mann investigated the importance of dominance
Surveying twelve seperate studies, he found
that seventy three percent of the administrators questioned
said that dominance was important to effective leadership.

95

Ewing sees a relationship between dominance and political
He states that for a leader to remain in control for
a long period of time,

he must have both political power and

These studies and theories demonstrate many of the uses
of the 16 PF and other personality tests of a similar nature.
As many areas of this subject as possible which relate in some
way to educational administration were covered.
studies will be referred to again later in this paper and
similarities will be drawn between them and the results o~
Several other studies using the 16 PF are
94.

Alexander W.
1 980,

p•

Astin,

2().

95. Ewing, p. 204.
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available, but none of them relate directly to the research
project reported in this paper.

SUMMARY
The first section of this chapter indicates that although
there are a large number of theories regarding leadership,
there does not seem to be a general concensus of opinion about
what constitutes an effective leader.

The second part of the

chapter indicates the many uses that have been mad2 of the
16 PF and other personality tests in this field.
indicates the accuracy of the 16 PF,

The research

and demonstrates th~t a

wide variety of personality factors can be identified.

CHPiPTEF~ I I I

PFWCEDURES

I NTl:;:!JDUCT.I.ON
This chapter describes the procedure followed in
administering the instruments described in the last chapter
and the statistical methods used with this material.

The

first thing to be discussed will be the selection and number
of participents in the survey.

Next the two instruments,

Cattell's 16 Personality Factors Questionnaire and the
demographic questionnaire, will be described in detail.

The

next thing to be discussed will be the administration and
scoring of the questionnaires.

Then the statistical methods

to be employed will be described and explained.

SELECTJ!JN_OF_PARTJCJPANTS
As subjects for this study,

two hundred fifty educational

administrators were selected at random from the
Guide_for_Cook_County.

Illinois.

1

Suburban_School.

This sample consisted of

one hundred fifty principals, fifty assistant superintendents
L

Suburban_School __ Gui_de

Cook County

'+'?

4B

and fifty superintendents,
schools.

in both elementary and secondary

Each administrator was given a copy of Cattell's

Sixteen Personality Factors questionnaire and demographic
questionnaire.
participants,

From the initial sample of two hundred fifty
ninety eight responded.

_INSTRUMENTS
The Cattell test was chosen for several reasons.
of all,

since administrators are usually pressed for time,

the

Cattell test is ~seful because it is simple and easy to
adm:l n i st.er.
Thirdly,

Secondly, scoring is relatively simple.

2

the questionnaire examines such characteristics of

leadership ability as intelligence,

compassion for subordinates

and other important aspects of the individual personality.
The Cattell test is also useful
multivariate test.

A multivariate test analyses many

measurements on one person,
process at a time.

because it is a

4

instead of one variable or

For this reason,

many aspects of the

leadership abiliy of an administrator can be analyzed at one
time,

and seperately correlated to detect a pattern of

2.

Samuel Karson and Jerry O'Dell,
Clini_cal_Use_o~_the
_l.9_!::E , (Charrq::i~':iiqn: Inst.j_tut :? for Pi,ffsc,n2dit·/ ,::ind
r-1bility Testing, Fnt,), p. :3.
Ibid., p. ::::;::;:;.
4. Raymond Bernard Catt.ell,
The_Scientific_Analysi_s_of
F'!~t-son,::1l_i_ty, (Chic:aqo: /'.-Hdj_n<=.' Publis-hinq,, 1966):; p. :?l.
1
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Cattell chose his sixteen factors very carefully.

First

he assembled a lengthy list of personality traits taken from
both the dictionary and from psychiatric and psychological
1 i teraiture.

After combining obvious synonyms,

he was left

with a list of 171.
the 171-trait list was employed in obtaining associates'
ratings of a heterogeneous group of one hundred adults.
Intercorrelations and factor analysis of these ratings
were followed by further ratings of 208 men on a shortened
Ii st. 5
Factorial analysis of these ratings then reduced the list
to the sixteen factors used today.

Shontz described the method

The resulting measures are intercorrelated to determine
which tests or numerical indices belong together as
factors.
For example, twenty scales of twenty items each
might be administered to a large sample of subjects.
Suppose that a factor analysis of the resulting data
indicated that most of the differences among subjects on
these scales could be accounted for by four independent
factors.
The investigator is then in a position to
construct four new instruments cf twenty items each that
will distinguish among individuals as effeciently.
• 6
but with far fewer questions.
The questionnaire itself consists of 187 questions.
question is a three selection multiple choice question.
of the sixteen items can be scored either by hand or by machine,
and these raw scores are then converted to stens by use of a

::.:i.

i-innf? Anast21!s:i,
Pc.s'z-'choJ..og_j._cal __ TE·J~;ti_nq " (N.,,:;·~\J Yo,~/.::~
Macmillan!, 1'i76), p. 509.
6. Franklin C. Shontz,
Research_Methods_in_Persona~i.tv
(New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1965), p. 111.

series of norm tables which consider age,
of the test given.

7

sex and the form

Each factor is distributed on a continuum

fr·om on<cJ to ten, with an "average populei.tion" score:• of 5. ~..:,.
Sten scores of 1, 2, 3, and 8, 9,
in that

II

10 are considered significant 1

they ;:i.re more e)-: t,,·eme and occur ·far less f r·f.::>quE,·r·,t 1 y

in a nonnal population". 8
The sixteen Primary Factors are each given an alphabetic::
designation,

and the continuums are as follows:

9

Factor A:
Reserved vs. warmhearted.
Low scorers on Factor
A tend to be stiff, cool, skeptical and aloof and prefer
things to people.
High scorers on Factor A are easygoing,
adaptable and prefer dealing with people and social
sj. tuati ons.
Factor B:
Less intelligent vs. more intelligent.
The low
Factor B individual tends to be concrete-thinking, has
lower scholastic capacity, is slow to learn and grasp ideas.
The high Factor B individual is abstract-thinking, a fast
learner and grasps ideas quickly.
Factor C:
Affected by feelings vs. emotionally stable.
The low Factor C individual is emotionally less stable,
easily upset and changeable.
The high Factor C individual
is mature, calm, patient and faces reality.
Factor E:
Humble vs. assertive.
The low Factor F
individual is mild, accommodating, easily led and often
dependent and passive.
The high Factor Eperson is
aggressive, competitive, self-assured and dominant.
Factor F:
Sober vs. Happy-go-lucky.
·rhe low Factor F
individual is serious, taciturn, pessimistic and restrained.
The high Factor F individual is impulsive, enthusiastic,
lively, talkative and frank.
7.

IPP,T !3te1-ff,
(Champaign:
1 ·=no)

8.
(:~.

,

p.

P,dmi_ni st,,·ator_'_ ,:;;_Jvla;1ual __ +o1~ _t:he __:!._6_F'F
Institute for Personality and Ability Testing,

11.

Ibid., p. 17.
Ibid. , p. 26·-27.
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Factor G:
Expedient vs. conscientious.
The low Factor G
individual tends to disregard rules and feels few obligations
to others.
His refusal to be bound by rules can make him
more difficult to work with in a qroup, but can make him
more effective as an individual worker.
The high Factor G
person is rule-bound and dominated by a sense of duty.
He
hard working and rarely wastes time.
Factor H:
Shy vs. venturesome.
The low Factor H person
restrained, timid and cautious.
He frequently has feelings
of inferiority and shies away from large groups and personal
contacts.
The high Factor H individual is uninhibited,
spontaneous and ready to try new things.
However, he is
also frequently heedless of danger signs and domineering
with others who are less socially bold.
Factor I:
Tough-minded vs. tender-minded.
The low Factor I
individual is self-reliant, realistic and responsible.
He
tends to be cynical and tolerant of no nonsence.
The high
sco~er is intuitive, sensitive, fanciful and temperamental
and given to day-dreaming and interests of an artistic
nature.
Factor L:
Trusting vs. suspicious.
The low Factor L
individual is free of jealousy and easy to get along with.
He is tolerant, non-com~etitive and a good team worker.
The high Factor L individual is skeptical, questioning,
hard to fool and more interested with his own internal
life than the people and things around him.
Factor M:
Practical vs. imaginative.
The low Factor M
scorer is careful, conventional and practical, overly
concerned with details and unimaginative.
lhe high Factor
N person is careless of practical matters and unconventional,
but tends to be self-motivated and highly individual.
Forthright vs. shrewd.
The low Factor N scorer
Factor N:
is natural, genuine and unpretentious and demonstrates
natural ~armth and a natural liking for people.
The high
scorer is poilished, calculating and shrewd and is
unsentimental in his approach to people and situations.
Factor O:
Unperturbed vs. apprehensive.
The law Factor D
individual is self-assured, confident and secure with a
mature attitude toward himself and others.
The high Factor
D scorer is worrying, troubled and often feels anxious and
guilt-stricken~ even in situations over which he has no
control.

Factor Ql:
Conservative vs. experimenting.
The low
Factor Ql person has great respect for established ideas
and traditions and is extremely cautious regarding new
ideas.
He tends to oppose change and prefers to do things
"the w,ay they h21ve ;ll ways bf.:?f?n done".
The high 1;:;ccw·e1'- :is
more liberal and innovative.
He is more willing to
experiment and more tolerant of change.
Factor Q2:
Group oriented vs. self-sufficient.
The low
Factor Q2 person needs group support and so tends to join
groups and rely on others.
The high scorer is independent,
resourceful and prefers making his own decisions.
Since he
is less dependent on the support of a group, he is less
likely to affiliate with groups voluntarily.
Factor Q3:
Undisciplined self-conflict vs. Controlled.
The low Factor Q3 person is impetuous and not overly
considerate of others.
He tends to follow his own urges,
regardless of the consequences.
The high scorer is
compulsive and socially precise.
He has strong control
of his emotions -and has high regard for his social
reputation.
Factor Q4:
Relaxed vs. tense.
The low Factor Q4 person
is tranquil and unfrustrated, relaxed and composed.
The
high Factor Q4 person is frustrated, driven, restless and
overwrought.
He is often fatigued, but cannot remain
in,::1ctivf?.
In addition to the 16 Primary Factors,

also indicates four Second-order Factors,

the questionnaire

described below.

10

These second-order traits are computed by adding the already
computed sten scores,
i nt.;21,··1~1:."':!l E:1ted,

and indicated how the factors are

c1nd show,

Eis C,::1t t.i:.?l l

stc~tf.:?f:;,

11

vE·r-y br-uad

Although these scores are not as important
as the primary scores,

:J.O.
11.

they are worth investigating as well.

IPf4T, pp .. 27--::::-~~.•
Raymond Bernard Cattell,
The_Scientific_Anal.isi_s_of
l::~r.::~9D.#.f!...i.t..:t. , (Chicago: i'.:!J.dine Publishinq Comp-::1ny,
19b6), p. 101.
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The four factors are as follows:
Factor Qi:
Introversion vs. extraversion.
The low Factor
Qi person is shy, self-suffiecient and inhibited in social
situations.
The high Factor Qi person is socially outgoing,
uninhibited and comfortable in social situations.
Factor Qii:
Low anxiety vs. high anxiety.
The low Qii
person is generally well adjusted and able to achieve most
of what he strives for.
The high Qii person is dissatisfied
with what he is able to achieve.
This dissatisfaction may be
neurotic or situational, and can in itself contribute to
disruptive performance.
Factor Qiii:
Tender-minded emotionality vs.tough poise.
The low Qiii person is extremely emotional and easily
discouraged and frustrated.
He is likely to be artistic
and gentle, and to spend much time and thought _on how to
solve problems and less time on acting to solve them.
lhe
high Qiii individual is enterprising, decisive and
resilient.
However, he tends to miss subtleties and
reacts only to the obvious.
Factor Qiv:
Subduedness vs. independence.
The low Qiv
person is group dependent and passive.
The high Qiv
person is aggressive, independent and incisive.
The
high scorer tends to be an active participant in life
and exhibits considerable initiative.
Although it would be possible to describe each of these
factors in much greater detail, the above descriptions should
be useful

in understanding the results of the questionnaire

survey described in the next chapter.
In addition to the Cattell questionnaire, each subject
received a demographic questionnaire.

(See Appendix 8.)

This simple, one-page form asks for basic information on such
things as family background, educational background and other
personal information that might be useful in determining what
causes an individual to aspire for a leadership position.
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ADM~NISTRAfIDN_OF_JNSrRUMENTS
All subjects were mailed the two questionnaires and a
They were asked to complete

self-addressed, stamped envelope.
the two forms and return them.
E~·i ght responded.
principals,

Of the 250 subjects, ninety

Of those responding, fifty five were

twenty six were assistant superintendents and

seventeen were superintendents.
After the questionnaires were returned, graded and
scored, a raw score was found for each of the sixteen personality
These raw scores were adjusted relative to a scale
prov:i. ded with the tf,?st to detect

II

f ak i nq qood II

and "f ,::1k i ni;J bad

These scores are determined from the responses to certain
test items which are placed in the test to detect attempts

of '' f ,::1k i nq bE1d '' cor·1,·€~ct i <:ins, but those cor·r··ec:ti ons vJe1·-f2 macli:i
t"-lhen needed.

Final raw scores were then determined.

These raw scores were then converted into sten scores.
Sten, or··

11

stanc!ar·d t<=n" scot··es ar·E· di str· i but<:>d over· te)r·1

equal-interval standard score ppints (assuming normal
distribution) from 1 through 10, with the population average
or mean fixed at 5.5.

Stens 5 and 6, whi~h constitute the

center of the population, fall a half standard deviation
below or above the norm.

The farthest limits, Stens 1 and 10,

are 2 1/2 standard deviations below and above the mean.
running from 4 to 7 would be considered average.

Stt:-:•ns,.

Stens,. c:,+

11
•

1, 2 and 3 and 8, 9 and 10 are the extremes and are considered
significant because they occur less frequently in the general
population.

12

The significant scores that will be discussed

in this paper are stens of 1, 2, and 3 and 8, 9 and 10.
The_IPAT_Tabular_Supplement_#1_to_the_16_PF_Handbook
presents a number of norm tables that can be used for comparison
with the subject population.

The norm tables are provided in

high schooi students, university and college
undergraduate students, and the general adult population.
Norm tables for each of these groups are further subdivided
into seperate tables for Forms A, Band the two combined.
The form used for this study is Form A.

In each subdivision

there are further seperate tables for males, females,
for males and females combined.

and

13

The data· 1.-.ihich lf!:.'d to the devEJlcipment Df tl-1(:? not·-m t.abif:?~-s
was collected from a sampling across ten levels of community
size ranging from 2,500 to more than a million, and covering
two levels cf socioeconomic status, geographical
t·.. ace.

location and

The fifty states were divided into the same ten regions

that are used by the United States Census Bureau.

The ,,.essuJ. ts

from each region were weighted according to the region's
proportion of the total population of the United States.
12 ..
13:r

IPPiT Staff, p. 17.
Ibid.,!, PPn 1:1 -1c.t.

The

L"::-.--

-....1(:J.

racial proportions for the final norm groups are also determined
by

the proportion found by the United States Census Bu~eau.

The age range of the final
seventy years of age.

norm group was from fifteen to

The norm for the general adult population

is ~entered on age 30, the high school population is centered on
age seventeen and the college population is centered on age
t~'\lenty.
t.ablf2S.

All scores can easily be compared to these norm
J.4

STATJSTICAL_METHODS
Frequencies were run on all scores for the population on
a whole and for each individual group for each variable.

The

mean and standard deviation was discovered for each variable
for the population as a whole and individually.
coefficients were figured correlating the 16 scores with each
A

general lineal model was done on the data and means

were established for each score for each of the variables.
Univariate statistics were run to establish moments,

quantiles,

extremes and normal porbability plots for each score.

The

main effects were tested by Tukey"s test for variable (0.05).
These tests were used for all scores and all variables.

~

linear regression was figured regarding the predictive value
of years of experience, using a general linear models procedure.
14.

Ibid., pp.

lB-19.

After the results of the two questionnaires were talleyed,
twenty two of the administrators were personally interviewed to
see if these interviews revealed a similar personality to the
results of the 16 PF.

These administrators were randomly chosen

from the ninety eight who originally filled out the
qui0ist i onnai n,?s.
material.

This was done as a follow-up to the written

Each administrator was asked questions regarding

his/her personal attitude toward administration and his/her
own reaction to the personality survey.

The following is the

list of questions answered by the interviewees.
Cl)

What personality characteristics do you feel are most

important for an educational administrator? Why?
(2)

Do you feel

you possess these characteristics? lo what

(3)

Do you feel that your personality assessment according

t.<J thi:• l. 6 PF i r:5 accu,~ate? Ho11 i is it corTect anrj hot,-.1 is it

(4)

How would you describe your leadership style>

(5)

ls the style one uses dictated by the school situation?

Could you give an example o+ this?
(6)

What could be done in the future to better train

prospective administrators for the conditions they will

face in today's schools?
The following chapter will discuss the results of the
methods described in this chapter.

The first part of the

chapter will cover the correlation between the 16 PF results
and the answers tb the demographic questionnaire.

Thr,: pi!:,•1~1sonal

interviews will then be discussed and compared with the
statistical results found in the first part of the chapter.
SUMMhl::::y·

The preceding chapter discussed several aspects of the
study.

Ninety eight of the two hundred fifty individuals to

whom questionnaires were sent responded.

After the responses

were received, several statistical methods were used on this
Frequencies were run for all scores for the
population as a whole and for each individual group for each
v,:1ri able.

Means and standard deviations were figured fer thP

group as a whole and for each variable.
coefficients were figured for all
general lineal model.
and

Correlation

16 scores,

as well as a

Means were established for each scare

univariate statistics were run for several statistics.

All main effects were tested with Tukey's test for variable
The results of these
computations will be discussed in the next chapter.

Cl·-IP,PTER IV
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA
I.NTRODUCT.I.DN
The data obtained by the two questionnaires were analyzed
using several statistical methods.
for each of the variables.

Frequencies were run for

Zero-order correlation coefficients

were prepared to correlate the individual scores with one
2u1other.

Statistics were then tested fer main effects using

the General Linear Models Procedure.

In the next part of the

chapter, the demographic variables were tested with each o+
the individual scores in order to ascertain what patterns
wc:H. 11 d app<=ar.

Several tables are included to illustrate these

administrator, as indicated by the statistics for the population
as a

whole and for each individual group.

In the final section

of the chapter, twenty two personal interviews with respondents
will be discussed.

TESTING_JHE_HYPOTHESIS
The hypoth1-:?si s to be tE.'?sted :i. s tl1;:1.t certain p<=:·r·s,.cmaJ. i t.y
types are attracted toward leadership.

The frequencies procedure

was used in this paper to produce a table of frequency counts

and percentages for the values of individual variables.
Statistics printed are frequency,
percent and cumulative percentage.

1

cumulative frequency,
Frequencies were run for
Sevel'· ~::il

the statistics as a whole and for each variable.
interesting statistics were discovered.

Each of the score

variables will be discussed seperately for the entire population.
Score A - Cool/Warm showed a wide variety of scores.
17.3% scored 4,

15.3% scored 5,

12.1% scored 6,

11.2% scored 7,

13n25 scored 8 and 9% scored 9.

Score B - Concrete thinking/Abstract thinking showed a
more significant statistic.

32% scored 8 and 18% scored 10.

Therefore, better than 50% of the population were significantly
high in abstract thinking.
Score C -

Affected by feelings/Emotionally stable showed

a slightly higher concentration for emotional stability.

scored 5, 33.7% scored 6 and 18.3% scored 7.
Score E - Submissive/Dominant showed higher tendencies
toward dominance.

15.3% scored 7 and 19.4% scored 8.

Score F - Sober/Enthusiastic had a wide variety of
The scores were slightly higher in favor of enthusiasm.

SCOrt-?S.

15.3% scored 5,

28.6% scored 6 and 16.3% scored 7.

Score G - Expedient/Conscientious was wide spread.
t::-

1 ,J n

1.

-:, .....
•...:1 ln

scor·ed 5, 25.5% scored 6,

SPSS Inc. • SPSS_Use,,· '.s._E:tui_de

1983)

!I

p • 265 •

(New York~

McGraw-Hill,
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17.3% scored 8.
/

Score H - Shy/Bold has a wide variety of scores,
tends more toward bold.

14.2% scored 6,

but

25.5% scored 7,

13.2%

scored 8 and 11.2% scored 9.
Score I - Tough-minded/Tender-minded also has a variety
of scores, but there is some concentration toward tender-minded.
14.2% scored 5, 26.5% scored 6,
8,

12.2% scored 7,

14.2% scored

6% scored 9 and 14.2% scored 10.
Score L -

Trusting/Suspicious shows the highest frequencies

in the middle of the scale.
Score M -

Practical/Imaginative shows some concentration

toward the imaginative.
scored 6,

23.4% scored 5 and 18.3% scored 6.

19.3% scored 5, 22.4% scored 6~

22.4%

22.4% scored 7 and 18.4% scored 8.

Score N - Forthright/Shrewd is centrally distributed.
26.5% scored 4,
Score O -

17.3% scored 5 and 20.4% scored 6.
Self-assured/Apprehensive is widely distributed,

but the concentration is higher toward self-assured.
scored 4,

32.7%

21.4% scored 5 and 17.3% scored 6.

Score Ql - Conservative/Experimenting shows a slight
edge in favor of experimenting.

23.5% scored 6 and 17.3%

scored 7.
Score Q2 - Group-oriented/Self-sufficient shows some
concentration toward self-sufficient.

25.5% scored 6.

21.4%

scored 7 and 17% scored 8.
Score 03

Undisciplined self-conflict/Controlled is

slightly skewed toward control.

20.4% scored 5, 25.5% scored 6

and 20.4% scored 7.
Score Q4 - Relaxed/Tense had wi~e variety, but perhaps
a little higher toward relaxed.

19.4% scored 4,

25.5% scored 5,

15.3% scored 6 and 17.3% scored 7.

The means and standard deviations were figured for all
var· i ables.

Significant statistics were:

Score B

thinking/Abstract thinking, mean 7.68, standard deviation
1.63; score E - Submissive/Dominant, mean 6.63, standard

deviation 2.67; and Score I - Tough-minded, mean 6.64, standard
df?:•viation 2.:1.4.

U3,:ee appendiN ..>

Zero-order correlation coefficients were prepared to
correlate the individual scores with one another,

i.e.,

to

show if certain scores often occurred paired with other scores,
ot-

the Dpposi te.

Several scores seem to be interrelated.

Correlation scores higher than+ or - 0.35 are reported.

The

correlation between Score A - Cool/Warm correlates with Score

F - Sober/Enthusiastic is 0.38335.

Score B - Concrete thinking/

Abstract thinking has a negative correlation of -0.37068 with
Score C -

Affected by feelings/Emotionally Stable.

Sc 01·-· f:2 F"

Submissive/Dominant correlates with Score H - Shy/Bold at
Score F - Sober/Enthusiastic has a 0.43645 correlation
with Score H - Shy/Bold.

Score G - Expedient/Conscientious

correlates negatively (-0.36667) with Score C - Affected by

feelings/Emotionally Stable; and positively (0.511168)
Score F - Sober/Enthusiastic.
correlation
Score
M -

O

with

Score H - Shy/Bold has a negative
Self-assured/Apprehensive.

(-0.42120)

also has a negative correlation

Practical/Imaginative.

Score N - Forthright/Shrewd

correlates negatively (-0.37968) with Score Ql - Conservative/
E:-:per i ment :i ng.
C·-0. :3706B) ,

(0.39822)

H

Score O correlates negatively with Scores C
(-0.42120)

and M (-0.35094), but positively

with Score Q4 - Relaxed/Tense.

Score 01,

Exper:imenting also has a negative correlation

Conservative/

(-0.3667)

with

Score G - Expedient/Conscientious, as well as Score N.
- Undisciplined self-conflict/Controlled correlates (0.51168)
i-..1i

th !:ko1~i'2 G ..

Score Q4 - Relaxed/Tense correlates at 0.39822

with Score D - Self-assured/Apprehensive.
Statistics were tested for main effects using the General
Linear Models Procedure.

The General Linear Models Procedure

can perform analysis of variance and analysis of covariance. 2
·r. ·:1

CEin

a 1 so estimate multivatiate regressions and obtain

principal components, discriminant function coefficients,
canonical correlations and other statistics.

IntE.-:ri,~c:tj_ Cl!""!'"'·

_ between factors and interval variables can also be analyzed.
In addition, a boxplot can be plotted for each internal
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variable.

3

Boxplots provide a simple graphic means of

comparing the cells in terms of mean 1ocation and spread.
A normal

plot can also be planned for each variable.

The

scores of each variable is ranked and plotted against the
expected norms for that rank.

The means and standard deviations can also

non-normality.
be obtained.

These plots aid in detecting

The sum of the squares i5 also determined.

Multivariate Multiple Regressions are also possible.
stem-and-leaf display can be plotted +or each variable.
display is a histogram that preserves the data scores.
procedure obviously is extremely useful

This
This

in analyzing data.

These results were tested using Tukey's Test for
Variables and Scheffe's Test for Variables.
for Variables (Additivity)

is used to detect the presence of

It is a test for the equality of

interaction effects.
multivariate means.

4

available on this test.

A significant difference of .05 is
This test then can point out those

areas of comparison that are significant.
indicates a number between O and 1.
shown is .05. 5

Tukey"s Test

Scheffe's Test

The significant difference

It is in some ways similar to Tukey•s Test,

although there are differences.

The decision was made to use

both of these tests so that no significant statistics could be

2;"

4.
~

0.

Ibid. , P• 4'~
00.
Ibid. , p. 494.
Ibi d. , P• 495.

overlooked.

Both the Tukey"s Test and the Scheffe's Test

determine the difference between the means regarding the
va1·-· i

ab 1 es ..

The comparisons that follow are significant at

the 0. 05 1 ,~vel.
DEMDGRAPH~C_VARfABLES
The first variable that was tested was position.

The

positions considered were Superintendent, Assistant
Superintendent and Principal.

Both tests indicated a

significant difference in Score N - Forthright/Shrewd.

The

difference between the means was particularly high between
Superintendents and Principals

1.6111 on both tests.

!"his

again indicates that Assistant Superintendents tend to be more
shrewd than Principals, and Superintendents tend to be more
shrewd than Assistant Superintendents.
The statistics were figured using the General Linear
Models Procedure as well. 6

In comparing the variables, the

General Linear Models Procedure indicated certain differences .
The average scores among Superintendents, Assistant
Superintendents and Principals showed certain significant
Scare A -

Cool/Warm indicated a higher degree

of warmth, particularly for Superintendents.

Sup t:';:1·- i n

t ('2n cJ t=~n ti::

scored 7.0, Assistant Superintendents 5.73 and Principals 5.94
showing little difference between the Assistant Superintendents
6.

I bi d. ,

p.

72::::;.
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and the Principal.

Score N - Forthright/Shrewd indicates

Superintendents are more shrewd, with a score of 6.22.

Assistant

Superintendents scored 5.46 and Principals scored 4.61

Another

difference was to be found in Score Ql Experimenting.

Conservative/

Superintendents were more conservative, with a

score of 4.78; Assistant Superintendents and Principals were
less so with corresponding scores of 5.73 and 5.28.
Table #1 shows the results obtained from this comparison.
Means and standard deviations are listed for each category and
each variable.

The P value is also listed for each variable.

The Tukey and Scheffe scales only indicate Score N as showing
a significant difference.

Table #2 shows this information

in graph form.
The same statistics were then run using the variable
of age.
over 55.

The age groups considered were 25 to 45, 46 to 55 and
The interesting information obtained in this series

of tests was that there did not seem to be any significant
differences based on age.
level of 0.05.

No scores registered a comparison

Table #3 illustrates this information as in

the comparison above.

P values indicate no significant

differences.
The General Linear Models Procedure was followed again
using the variable of type of school
served.

in which the administrators

The three levels were elementary school~ secondary

POSJT~ON_OF_LEADERS
T,::1blE1

_______ __

var i c~l:i .,l

t2i
B

f?

Superinten.

C

E

6.56/2.38

r-·

r

!:L, 94/ 1. 80

H

I

7.00/1.94

I

~:_;_ 6'7/211

M
N

6 .. 50./1.54
6.22/1.80
4 .. 7'2/1.4~5
4 .. 78/:2 .. 10
6. :3;9 / 1. 94

,_
n
Ul
CX3
G!-4

Asst. Super. Principal

·7 n ()()/2n :?2

7.94/1.11
~5. 89 / 1. 57

(3

1

:2()

5.7f3./1..5c,;;

P Value
:l \!:-J

:s. 46/ 1. 92

~.:i.94/2.27
~l.5r.?.11,. -7{.;:,
5. 87 / 1. 6!'5
6.61.ll. .r:n
5.72/:1..84

6. 50/ 1. 94.

5.i:!5./1.64

o. :::-o

6.15/2.09

6. 69/ 1. 5:'.i

0 .. 46

6. ;~;8/2. 00
5. }3~i/ 1. 8()

6. 65./2:. 28
~5. 11 / l. • 98

(). 2~5

5.81/1.88
5.46./1.94
5.15/1.76

6.50/1.75

(). 2:~~;

4. 61 / 1. 3:::;;

(). 004

4.6::;/1.43
5.28/1.BB
6.09/1.'7'0

(i .. :::;;::;

7.65/1.62
5.31/1.16

5. T::./2. 11
6.5B/1.84
~5.96/1.22
6. ()()/ 1. ff5
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()

If

Significance

0. 7:3
()., 2:1
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school and both.

Using the Tukey•s and Scheffe"s Tests,

a

significant difference was found for Score I - Tough-minded/
Tender-minded.

The elementary school administrators were

significantly less tender-minded,

with a mean score of 6.13,

than the secondary school administrators,

with a mean score of

Table #4 displays the information obtained on this
The P value indicates Variable I as the only one
showing significant difference.

Table #5 illustrates this

information in graph form.
The next variable treated with the same statistical
methods was level· of education.
Masters,

There were four levels used

Ed.D, Ph.D., and a final category for

any others that did not fit in the first three categories.

A

significant difference was found on Score A
with a Masters degree had a mean score of 5.23.
Ph.D.

The Ed.D. and

individuals scored significantly warmer, at 7.44 and

6.55, respectively.

on Score Q2 -

Another significant difference was found

Group-oriented/Self-sufficient.

with a Masters had a mean of 6.193.
more group-oriented 5.67.

.•.• ·- •••• J...

1111...J=:. '·-

Table #6 desplays this

The P valuf? inr.Jica_tes:; only \Jar··i21t::rl,=? U2 <="1,::-

significantly different.
in graph form.

The Ph.D holders scored a

T"he ''other-s'' categoi--y ~·Ji::i.s the

group-oriented, with a score of 4.67.
in+ormation.

Those individuals

Table #7 illustrates this information
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When position and level of education are compared with
the 16 PF scores, several significant differences are found.
The range of means on Score I - Tough-minded/lender-minded
went from 5.6 for principals with a Masters degree to 8.6 for
principals with a Ph.D.

Another significant difference was
The range was 3.5 for

found on Score N - Forthright/Shrewd.

assistant superintendents with an Ed.D. to 6.6 for a
superintendent with a Ph.D.

This backs up the statistics

mentioned earlier in this paper regarding position, which
showed superintendents significantly more shrewd.
n1
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superintendent with a Masters to 8.0 for an assistant
superintendent with an Ed.D., although it would be difficult
to attach significance to this fact.

The last significant

difference was found on Score Q2 - Group-oriented/Selfis.ufficj_,:-?.nt.

The range was from 4.4 to 8.0, but the spread

between these extremes showed no pattern.
The next General Linear Models Procedure involved a
linear regression on the predictive value of years of experience.
Years of experience were recorded on the questionnaire 1n exact
years instead of categories.

No significant differences were

found related to years of experience,

just as no significant

differences were found related to age.
By using the means for the entire population, one can
C:t:)nist,~uct

a

p,~ofi1(?. of thr=-- ''avE•1°·aqe''

01'·

typici.~l

.'::\dmi.nisti--·,:.s.-l.:oi--· ..

lh

Please refer to Table #8.
reference books were used:
the __ l6_PF

In analyzing this profile, three
P,_Gui_,jf::• __ to_ thf2_Cl, 1n i_c,::11_USE!_q:f.

The_Adm1n1strator:_s_Manual_for_the_16_PF and

Norms_for_the_J6_PF_Forms_A_and_B.

Score A indicates that

the average administrator is outgoing,

kindly and likes people.

These people are highly adaptable and are not afraid of
criticism ..

Score B indicates that they are bright and abstract

thinkinq .

They are fast learners and grasp ideas easily.

Un

Score C, the profile shows the average leader ~ight in the
middle between those who are emotionally less stable and those
who are more mature.
dominant,

Score E indicates the average leader is

assertive and aggressive.

These are independent

thinkers who disregard those with authority over them.
F

S,:::orf,?

indicates the average is between sober and enthusiastic.

with no dominance on either side.

Score G -

Expedient/

Conscientious - again indicates that the average falls in
thF.:!

middl!:-?.

Score H, between shy and bold,

indicates that

the average administrator leans slightly toward boldness.
Score I indicates the profiled individual tends to be more
tender-minded than tough-minded.

Score L.

Trusting/Suspicious

relates that the average administrator does not lean strongly

t

Ol--'J,:l.f" cl

eii th et··

Sid

f=. . Sc 01--e

l·I ~;t. c-\ t

f:S

that t.h f2 ctdmi n :L ~.:;.t1r <:\ t

tends to be a bit more imaginative than practical.
to become absorbed in his own thoughts and is more

I···! t:

01·-

t:. i:!_.:. n d :::.

TABLE_OF_MEANS
Table 8
STANDARD

MEAN

DEVJATJON

A

6.08

2.31

B

1.63
1.52

E
F

7.67
5.72
6.63
5.68

G

6.04

H

6.48
6.64

VAR~ABLE
SCORE
SCORE
SCORE
SCORE
SCORE
SCORE
SCORE
SCORE
SCORE
SCORE
SCORE
SCORE
SCORE
SCORE
SCORE
SCORE

C

I

5.41
6.32

L
M

N

5.13

0

4.79

Ql
Q2
Q3
Q4

5.31

6.28
5.96

5.79

77
, ,

2.07
1.88
1.76
1. f3<S

2.14
1.98
1.76

1.94
1.53
1.99
1.88
1.62
1.74
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individualistically oriented.

Score N indicates no particular

leaning toward Fothright and Shrewd.

Score O shows the

administrator is usually self-assured and secure.
people tend

£0

be unruffled and unshakable.

Q1

--

Group-oriented/Self-sufficient, shows control tendencies.
Score Q3 indicates the administrator tends a bit toward the
controlled and precise.

Score Q4 showed that some administrators

are relaxed, where others are tense - with a slightly higher
number tending toward tension.
A profile was then prepared using the means for principals,
assistant superintendents and superintendents.

In most casEis,

the profiles were quite similar, but there were some differences.
The profile indicated that superintendents were warmer and more
favorably inclined toward occupations dealing with people.
This would seem understandable, since the superintendent spends
a larger amount of his time dealing directly with other
individuals.

Superintendents also scored higher in shrewdness.

They are more polished and experienced, and again are better
able to deal with person-to-person confrontations.
part of the profile indicates superintendents tend to be more
They are cautious regarding new ideas,

to oppose and postpone change.

and tend

Since thes~ people are at the

"top" of the:i1~ pr·oft?ssion adready, they may ha\.11::> a vestr2(j
interest in preserving the status quo.
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Profiles were drawn using the means for administrators
in elementary schools, secondary schools and both.

fhe chief

difference apparent in the profiles indicated that the elementary
school administrator is more tough-minded than the secondary
school administrate~.
11

These people ~re more realistic and

down-tcJ·-ear-th II than the secondar-y admi n i stratorr.

rhe secondary

administr-ators tend to be more sensitive and fanciful,

but also

less realistic.
Profiles were then drawn for levels of education - Masters,
Ed.:O.,

Ph.D. and all other·s.

Those holding doctorates scored

gener-ally higher in terms of being outgoing and interacting
well with other people.

On the other hand, those with only a

master-•s degree showed a higher- score toward self-sufficiency
and resourcefulness, with Ed.D."s and Ph.D."s appearing more
group oriented and mor-e in need of support and approval from
the group.

SCORE_CORRELATJONS
The car-relation coefficients indicate that certain
characteristics tend to occur in pairs.

An explanation of

these relationships follows.
Scores A and F correlate.

The reserved, detached

individual tends also to be prudent and tacitur-n.

The

outgoing, easy-going individual tends to be lively and
enthusiastic.
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Scores Band C correlate negatively, which means the
concrete-thinking,

less intelligent person 1s calmer and less

easily upset than the abstract thiriking, more intelligent
individual.
Score E correlates with Score H.
person is more restrained and timid.

The mild, accommodating
The more aggressive,

competitive individual is more spontaneous and socially bold.
Score F correlates with Score H.

The prudent, serious

person is also often restrained and timid.
Score G correlates negatively with Score C and positively
with Score F.

This means that the expedient person with a

weaker ego strength is calmer and more serious than the more
rule-bound person with a greater ego strength.
Score H correlates positively with Score Mand negatively
with Score O.

This means the shyer person is more careful and

conventional and more troubled and worrying.

Conversely, the

more venturesome, spontaneous individual is also more
unconventional but more confident and secure.

This individual

also correlates positively with Score 04, which means that
the shyer person is more tense and the more venturesome person
more relaxed.
Scare Ql correlates negatively with Scores G and N.
This would indicate that the more cautious, conservative
individual is more rule-bound and also more shrewd and

calculating.

The more liberal individual is more likely to

disregard the rules and is more genuine and forthright.
Score Q3 correlates with Score G.
that the more undisciplined,

This would indicate

impetuous individual tends to

disregard the rules and feels less obligation to society in
The more compulsive, socially precise individual is
more "prr.Jper II and feels more bound by tl7E' rules o·f society.
Score Q4 correlates with Score 0.

The relaxed, tranquil,

unfrustrated person is more self-assured and confident.

The

tense, frustrated person is more apprehensive and selfF·eproachi ng.
While the above stated information obviously does not
hold true in every case, the relationships hold true in a
significant number of cases.

Cattell himself has indicated

that the relationship between factors better indicates how
these factors are to be read and interpreted.
in discussing this aspect of the 16 PF i:;tates,

"It is

infrequent to find things in the real world which are completely
i ndEipendent of c::ine anothF.:?r. " 7

Thf.:?ref 01re:,,

it is useful

to

note how these factors interrelate with one another.
Another procedure testing for main effects was run on
all the variables.

This is part of the General Linear Models

7. Samuel Karson and Jerry O'Dell,
9f._ib§:_J.t1_E:E 1976, ( Ch~:Hnpc:'\i gn:
and (4bility Testing, Ft7i:~d, p.

A_Guide_to_the_Cli_n1_c~~-Use
Institute for Personality
···re
/
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Procedure.

This was done to determine if there was any

co-relationship between the demographic variables.

It was

determin~d that there was no significant statistic to be +6und
by this procedure.

lNTERVlEWS
----------

As a final rese~rch step for this project, I spoke with
and interviewed twenty two of the participants of the survey.
Each was questioned regarding his or her theories of leadership,
and how he or she came up ta these standards.

The results of

these interviews follow.
Subject #1 is a secondary school superintendent.

He is

fifty five years old and has been an administrator for twenty
three years.

His 16 PF questionnaire indicated that he is

exceedingly outgoing and people-oriented,

but is not a very

concrete thinker and is not very practical.

He believes this

is a somewhat correct estimation of his personality,
does consider himself fairly practical.

but he

He felt that most

important qualities needed by an administrator are communications
skills and a caring atitude, both of which are difficult to
measure on a scale of this type.
Subject #2 is an elementary school principal in his
fifties,

who has held an administrative role for twentv one

years, both in elementary schools and high schools.

His
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16 PF indicated that he is somewhat reserved,

rather than group-oriented.

and goal-oriented

He found this to be a fairly good

description of his own personality, and considered the 16 PF
a fair test.

He considered decisiveness and friendliness the

most important qualities an administrator can possess, and
said he believes he possesses both of these qualities.

This

was an interesting observation, since his 16 PF score indicated
he is not particularly friendly,

and he agreed with this

statement also.
Subject #3 is also an elementary school principal, and
has been one for nearly twenty years.

His 16 PF score indicates

he is shrewd, cautious and careful and a concrete thinker.

He

felt this was an extremely accurate description of his
personality.

He believes the most important qualiti~s that

an administrator ne1ds are intelligence, a strong moral
character, and a sense of humor.
these characteristics.
he stated,

He felt he possesses all

When asked his opinion of the 16 PF,

''On paper it gives an accurate overview of the

characteristics of leadership, but in the final analysis,
deeds are what distinguishes effective leadership.''

l"his

is quite a valid point - there are many dimensions of
leadership that simply cannot be measured with pen and paper.
Subject #4 is fifty five years old and has been an
assistant superintendent in a secondary school for seven vears.
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The 16 PF indicated that he is outgoing and well organized,
but extremely tense.
of his personality.

He agreed that this was a fair estimation
He believes enthusiasm and

confidence

are essential for the successful administrator, and he feels
possesses both qualities.

He also stated that a sense of

humor is important, although this quality was not tested by
the 16 PF.

However, he felt the 16 PF provides a reasonably

accurate measurement of personality.
Subject #5 has been a high school principal for several
years and holds a Ph.D.
outgoing,

The 16 PF indicates he is extremely

an abstract thinker, practical and organized, but

tends to be a perfectionist and is often quite tense.

He

felt the 16 PF was a good test and that his results were quite
accurate.

He felt

the two most important qualities for an

administrator are humor and seriousness.
a contradiction in terms,

Although this seems

he believes that different situations

call for different reactions, and the efficient administrator
must function well at both extremes.
Subject #6 has been an elementary school principal for
a few years, and has done administrative work at least cart
time for most of his seventeen year career.

His test indicated

that he had high abstract intelligence and was a shrewd thinker.
He feels he possesses these qualities to a great extent and
that they are,

indeed, the most important qualities an

administrator can possess.

He felt the 16 PF was a good test,

since it identified these qualities in his personality.
Subject #7 is currently working on an Ed.D.,

and has

held administrative posts in elementary and secondary school
for the past nineteen years.
at the present time.

He is a

secondary school principal

His test indicated he is a concrete

thinker and not terribly outgoing.
preferring to work alone.

He is not group-oriented,

He did not believe this was an

accurate description of his personality,

but he later stated

that he thought the test was fair and accurate.
of the test could not be exactly determined,
wasn"t accurate for him,
for others?

His opinion

because if it

why would he assume it was accurate

He felt an administrator must be strongly committed

to his job and must be aware of its importance.

He must also

be perceptive enough to qui~kly get to the root of the problem.
These are not qualities easily tested on a personality survey.
Subject #8 is fifty years old and has been an administrator
for nearly twenty years.

He is now a secondary school prir1cipal,

although he has served in both elementary and secondary schools.
His 16 PF indicated he is very outgoing and friendly,
abstract thinker,
and cool

an

highly organized and practical, and calm

in most situations.

He believes the 16 PF is an

accurate test and has accurately indicated his basic personality
traits.

He felt that the effective administrator needs to
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possess initiative and adaptability, and he feels he has both
qualities to a large extent.
Subject #9 is twenty eight years old and has been a high
school assistant superintendent for one year.

His 16 PF

profile indicated that he is an abstract thinker,
oriented, and is often'tense and nervous.
profile is somewhat true of him,

is goal-

He believes this

but feels that his communicative

skills are greater than those indicated by the test.
he believes the 16 PF is basically sound.

However,

He feels that

intelligence and communicative skills are the greatest assets
an administrator can possess, and he feels he possesses both
to a great extent.
Subject #10 is forty five years old and has been an
elementary school principal for nine years.

Her 16 PF profile

indicated she is highly intelligent, an abstract thinker,
extremely practical, conservative and conventional.

She agreed

with this to an extent, but feels she is actually less
conservative and conventional than the 16 PF indicates.

She

believes that the most important personality characteristics
for an administrator are intelligence, compassion and
consistency, and she feels she possesses all three to a great
degree.
Subject #11 is forty six years old and has been a
secondary school principal for a few years after several years

of teaching and other lesser administrative positions.
holds a Ph.D. degree.

She

Her 16 PF profile indicated that she

is extremely outgoing, warm and group-oriented.

It also

indicated she is an intelligent, abstract thinker and is calm
and sure of herself.
tough-minded.

She also had a high score as being

She agreed with this assessment except fqr the

11

tough-mi ndf?d II part.

11

wimp",

She believes one can"t be seen as a

but that compassion is more appror.::,r i ate in c~. school

setting than tough-mindedness, which can easily be overdone.
She feels.that compassion and intelligence are essential to
the administrator, and also the ability to communicate well
both orally and in writing.

She believes she possesses all

these qualities, and t~at these qualities have made her a
successful administrator.
Subject #12 is forty five years old and has been an
administrator for seventeen years, currently as a secondary
school assistant superintendent.

His 16 PF profile indicates

that he is conservative and practical and reserved, and oriented
more toward individual work than the group.
indicated a high degree of tension.
a fair assessment of his personality.

He agreed that this was
He believes the most

important qualities an administrator can possess are courage
and poise, both of which he feels he possesses.
Subject #13 is forty seven years old and has been an
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administrator for twenty three years.

He is currently the

superintendent of an elementary school district and holds an
Ed.D. degree.

His 16 PF profile shows gr~at warmth and

outgoingness.

He is practical and somewhat conventional,
He also shows great abstract

but also caring and tender minded.
intelligence.

He stated this profile was somewhat accurate,

but did not indicate what parts he agreed with and what parts
he didn"t.

He did say, however, that he feels he possesses

warmth, strength and flexibility,

which he considers the most

important traits for an administrator.

He believes the 16 PF

is an interesting survey, particularly for someone who wants
to find insights into one"s self.

He does not believe, however,

that it is accurate enough to be used as a screening devise for
future administrators, and that it should only be used in
conjunction with other measurements.
Subject #14 is fifty years old and has been an
administrator for twenty one years, currently as a high
school principal.

His 16 PF test shows him to be intelligent

and practical, but cool and reserved with others.

The test

also indicates he is tense and greatly concerned with the
opinions of others.

He stated that this profile was accurate.

He believes listening skills and the ability ta make decisions
are the most important traits an administrator can possess,
and he feels he possesses them to a great extent.
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Subject #15 is forty four years old, and has been an
administrator in the same district for fifteen years.

He

currently serves as an assistant superintendent in a consolidated
district.

His 16 PF profile shows him highly intelligent and

exceedingly concerned with others.
correct.

He believes this was

He believes the most important qualities for an

administrator are intelligence, patience and the ability to
listen.

He feels he does well as far as intelligence and

listening skills are concerned, but feels that he needs more
work where patience is concerned.
Subject #16 is fifty nine years old and has been an
administrator for thirty three years.
a consolidated district as a principal.

She is currently serving
Her 16 PF survey shows

her to be highly intelligent, practical and well organized.
She is not concerned with the opinions of others, and the
survey indicates she is cool and reserved with others.
believes this is an accurate summary of her personality.

She

She

feels the administrator must have intelligence, common sense
and the ability to communicate well with othe~s.

She believes

she possesses all these qualities.
Subject #17 is a secondary school superintendent.

She

is fifty one years old and has been an administrator for
nineteen years.

Her 16 PF survey indicates she is very bright,

organized, practical and conservative, but tends to be quite
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tense.

She stated that she agreed with this somewhat, but

that she had taken the 16 PF before, and believes it can be
manipulated to give whatever results the individual wishes.
She believes that the ideal administrator has intelligence,
sensitivity and tough mindedness.

She believes she possesses

all of these qualities to a great degree.
Subject #18 is a secondary school principal.

He is

approximately fifty years old, and has been an administrator
for twenty years.

He holds an Ed.D. degree.

shows him to be extremely outgoing,
oriented.

His 16 PF profile

intelligent and group-

He is calm and confident and practical.

this is a fair estimation of his personality.

He said

He feels that

emotional stability and ambition are necessary if an
administrator is to be successful.

He feels these are

qualities he possesses.
Subject #19 is an elementary school principal, a position
he has held for twenty years.

His 16 PF states that he is very

outgoing and people-oriented.

It also states that he is tense

and often not secure in his decisions.

He did not feel

this

was completely accurate, because although he agrees that he is
outgoing and people-oriented, he does not consider himself
tense or insecure.

He considers the most important qualities

an administrator can possess to be vision and realistic
educational values.

He stated that he strives to have greater
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vision, and this is his greatest problem as an administrator.
Subject #20 is a secondary school principal, and has
been an administrator for nineteen years.
years old.

He is fifty eight

His 16 PF survey indicates that he is calm and

practical~ goal rather than group oriented and neither very
outgoing nor very reserved.

He said he only agreed with this

estimation to a small extent, but would not state what parts
of it he agreed with and what parts he didn't.

He stated

that he didn't know what qualities a good administrator needed
and did not have any particular theory regarding successful
administration.
Subject #21 is an elementary school principal.

He is

thirty nine years old, and has held this position for a little
more than a year.

He has held other administrative positions

for the p~ior five years.

His 16 PF survey indicates he has

great abstract intelligence, but is not very outgoing and
prefers jobs that do not require a great deal of personal
contact.

He is also very practical and cautious.

He agreed

that he is intelligent and practical, but felt that he is
actually more outgoing and people-oriented than the survey
indicates.

He feels that the most important qualities for

an administrator are open mindedness, vision and a sense of
humor.

He rates himself high on vision and a sense of humor.

He feels he needs improvement regarding open mindedness, but
that he is working to improve in this area.
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Subject #22 is an elementary school principal.

He i~

forty seven years old and has been an administrator for eighteen
years.

His 16 PF survey indicated he is a friendly and outgoing

individual who is basically a concrete thinker.
and very confident about his own abilities.

He is practical

He agrees

wholeheartedly with this estimation of his personality, and
said he found it very interesting that a test of this nature
could so accurately assess his personality.

He feels the

ideal administrator should be flexible and decisive and a
good listener.

He believes he possesses all of these qualities

and is particularly pleased with his skills as a listerner.
He believes his success as a listener is due to his interest
and affection for other people.
Several personality traits were recommended by several
of those interviewed.

The most frequently named qualities

were:

intelligence (8), compassion

vision

(5),

(7),

a sense of humor

(5),

decisiveness (4), communications skills (4),

listening skills (4), common sense (4) and flexibility

(3>.

The interviews indicate a variety of people and some
variety of opinion.
times.

But some things tend ·to repeat several

Most of those interviewed felt that the 16 PF was a

fair and accurate test, and most agreed that they possessed
the qualities the 16 PF found in their personalities.

Some

personality traits that interviewees mentioned that were not
tested on the 16 PF were a sense of humor,

vision for the
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future and the ability to be a good listener.

However, a wide

variety of personality traits were examined, and most indicated
that a fair personality profile can be complied using the 16 PF.
SUMMARY
r

Upon statistical evaluation

OT

the obtained data,

interesting results were discovered.
was position.

several

The first variable tested

The statistics indicated that Superintendents

were significantly warmer, more shrewd and more conservative
than those in lesser positions.
age,

The next variable tested was

but -there appeared to be no significant differences based

on age.

Following this,

was tested.

the variable of type of school served

Elementary school administrators were found to be

significantly less tender-minded than secondary school
administrators.

Level of education was tested next.

Ph.D.

and Ed.D. holders scored significantly warmer than those
holding only an MA.
more group-oriented.

Ph.D. holders ~lso scored as significantly
The last individual variable tested wa~

years of experience in administration.
no significant differences,

This variable produced

just as age showed no significant

differences.

The final section of this chapter recorded the results of
interviews with twenty-two of the respondents.
wide variety of personality types.

They showed a

Most individuals tended to
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agree with the results of the 16 PF, but wished such areas
as sense of humor and listening skills had been tested as
well.

CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS,

IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
INTRODUCT)ON

The purpose of this chapter is to comment on the
implications of the results of this study and to make
suggestions for further research that might be done to follow
up this study.

Implications will be discussed in terms of

both theory and practise.

Further implications will

also be

drawn from the results of the personal interviews.
CONCLUS)ONS
The hypothesis tested in this paper is as follows:

There

is a significant difference in personality traits as measured
by Cattell's 16 Personality Factors Questionnaire between
educational administrators and the general population.
The purpose of this study is to discover what common
personal attributes can be found in individuals who have
attained leadership roles in education.

Two hundred fifty

administrators in the Cook County area were sent Cattell's
16 Personality Factors Questionnaire plus a demographic survey.
Ninety eight responded.

The data obtained by the two

questionnaires were analyzed using several statistical methods
95
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including the General Linear Models Procedure.

Sever-al

The first variable

interesting statistics were discovered.
tested was position.

It was found that superintendents were

significantly warmer,

shrewder and more conservative than

assistant superintendents and principals.

There appeared to

be no significant differences based on age.
tested was type of school served.

The next variable

Elementary school

administrators were found to be significantly less tenderminded than secondary school administrators.
w,as tested ne)·lt.

Level of education

PhD and EdD holders scored siqnificantly

warmer than those holding only an MA.

PhD holders also scored

as significantly more group-oriented.

The variable tor years

of experience produced no significant differences.
profile of the residents as a whole was drawn, and it was
discovt~i~ed that the "averc~ge" administrator ·is more ou.tqoinq~
warm, adaptable,

intelligent, dominant,

tender-minded and

self-assured than the population as a whole.
JMPLJCATiDNS_FOR_PRACTJCE
There is a clear indication for further research regarding
this paper.

It !A.1c,u_J.d bei int1e1·-estinq to not.€~ J.+ ,: 1 ·5im1lc'\J'"
0

prbfile could be drawn by testing other groups of educational
If the profiles were similar.

1t would

further substantiate the finding of this research.

In ,:i.c.idition,,

it would be interesting to compare these profiles with the
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profiles fo administrators in other fields.

A comparison with

business leaders, for example, may indicate what personality
types are drawn into these two diverse fields;

or it may

indicate what personality type succeeds in each field.

Similar

comparisons might also be made to.leaders in other fields,
such as politics, medicine and religion.

It might also be

interesting to compare the educational leaders with teachers,
to see if a certain type of teacher is more likely to desire
a leadership role.
The technique of using a personality profile based on
the 16 PF has been used before.

As mentioned earlier in this

paper, Sloat, Leonard and Gutsch used a 16 PF profile in an
attempt to predict which teen-agers were likely to become
addicted to drugs and which were not.

It would be interesting

to discover what the long-term results of this experiment
might be.

This suggests a possible use for the material

discovered in this research.

A personality profile of

educational administrators based on the 16 PF such as this
one could possibly be used to predict which students and/or
teachers miqht be attracted toward an administrative career.
It might also be used as a possible predictor of success in
an administrative career.
Schools of administration and supervision m~ght also
use this research in a similar way.

A prospective student

might take the 16 PF and a profile could be drawn for that

individual.

This individual profile could then be compared

with the group profile of administrators.
differences could then be detect~d.

Similarities and

Admission to the school

would certainly not be based solely on the results of the
student's similarity to existing administrators,

but it might

be considered as one of several criteria to help make a final
decision regarding the student's aptitude for administration.
Another possible use of this material might be in
diagnosing leadership problems.
article in

Urban_Educati_on

Shirley A.

Jackson in her

states that she believes there

is a direct rel ati onshi p between 1 ec:1der per·sonal i ty ,:.·int:!

1

measureable success in administration.
"t1roubl ed" 1 eader with the "successful

11

By comparing the
1 eadt"-:>r ~

it mi qht be

possible to determine what problems the leader was experiencing.
Many administrators might be interested in the results
of this research.

In conducting this research,

subj e:•cti;;; requested

II

~::,tudy n

asked if the research showed them that they

A few even

feedback

were "r·ii;;Jht" ft.,,,_ th£~ir job.

11

many of the

1rf?gardi ng the end result of tht:-?

The 16 PF,

of course,

can"t tell

i·f anyone is "r:i.ght" for anything.

All

indicate how similar one individual

is to another or to another

group of people.

1.

the 16 PF can do 1s

It m:i.ght be interesting, however, to discover

Shirley A. Jackson, David M. Logsdon and Nancy E. Taylor,
"Instructicmal L.eadt~rship Behaviors:
:Oiffen=int.iatin,:;i
Effective fr·om Inf.:?ff<,?ct.i ve L..c::rw-Income Ur·br::1n Schools",,
Ur·ban_Educa,tj. on , (Apr:i. 1, 1·:~a::::;J, p. !:.i9.

if one wer·e a

"typical

II

administrato,,- or if one· wE•re "in

ci.

c:l,::iss bv himself".

JMPL~CATJONS_FOR_THEORY
Some recent theories are related to the subject of
leadership behavior, and the relationship between presonality
factors and leadership.

A few of these are bri~fly described.

William L. Rutherford reports that a group of researchers
at the University of Texas at Austin has been studying the
leadership skills of elementary and secondary school principals
for the past five years. 2

The data they have discovered is

based on observations of and interviews with the principals,
and interviews with their teachers and superiors.

They found

that the most effective principals had certain·qualities in
cr..::irnmon.

The successful principals have a clear vision for

their schools, can translate these visions into goals for
their schools, can establish a positive school climate,
continuously monitor progress and intervene in a supportive
manner when it is necessary.

But they also found that these

goals were achieved by different people in different wavs,
dependant upon the personality of the principal.
concludes,

then,

that while personality affects the leadership

style of the pF·inr.:ipal, therE? arf.? no r·e.:-:d
personalities for effective educational
2.

Huthi?rfc:,rc.1

"r:i.qht" c'.lr "1,.1n::inq!;

leadership.

William L.. Huth1::.>rfor·d, "School Pr·inc:ipa1s a~,. Eff<::>c:tivf.:?
Leaders
f:b.j,___ Q§'l.ts.Lbi~PP~:D.. , ( Septeml::lE:!r, l 9B~5) , p. :::~::;? .
11

,

.LOO

In the September,
Luvern L.

1985 edition of

Phi_Delta_Kappan.

Cunningham of Ohio State University discusses those

leadership skills he feels will be important in the future.

3

He based his opinion on an extensive exploration of the
literature involving leadership.

The skills he lists are:

1.

Focusing on the present and the future simultaneously.

2.

Bridging t~e gaps between different interest groups.

3.

Scanning, monitoring,

4.

Appraisal skills.

5.

I r1 t

tJ i

ti c,r)

and interpreting events.

ti

The qualities Cunningham would find most necessary to develop
these skills are intelligence, creative imagination,

flexibility

and openness to change.
George R.

Kaplan singles out four personality

characteristics he feels are necessary for effective leadership:
l'ht"? lead€?.r should be "enterprising,

c.::?.1'·ebral,, feisty a.nd ~,d.isE?.

11
•

He also believes that most effective leaders are fluent and
expressive public speakers, and this simplifies their leadership
tas.ks.

This quality of leadership is impossible to measure on

the scales used on this paper,

but most leaders appeared to

be enterprising and cerebral and quite a number feisty.
Wi~dom is a little more difficult to judqe.

::::: ..
4.

L..uvf::·rn L. Cunn i nqham~ "Le,:\ders and LE•eid<er·S:.hi p" 1,
E.:t2.i..._n§ttsLL:fip_p§.!J. , (t:ieptembet-, 1c,El:5), p. lB .
Georqe R. Kaplan!, "Shining L.iqhts in Hiqh F'.lc:iCE:•s.:
Education:• S Top Fo1.1r L.t-~adt:?.r!S E1nd Thei 1r Ht~i rs
Fhi_,_De•lta_l<app.o'1n" ,;Septf:?mbE?.r, :l'-il35), pp. 1.0--::1.1.
II,

4
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Larry Cuban feels that the essence of educational
leadership is dealing with conflict. 5

The successful

administrator simultaneously plays the roles of politician,
manager and teacher.

Sometimes these roles come into conflict

with one another, and the individual who can best deal with
these natural conflicts will be the most effective leader.
He feels that

the effort to balance these conflicts leads to

the great turnover among leaders in many school districts.
~MPLJCAT~ONS_OF_JNTERVIEWS
In the last section of this study, twenty two of the
original participants were interviewed regarding their reactions
to the results of this study and also their individual opinions
about leadership.

Each participant was asked several questions

regarding the 16 PF, his or her own personal ~hilosophy of
..
leadership, and his or her opinions of effectiveness.
The
information obtained in these interviews was discussed in the
previous chapter.

Much interesting information was uncovered.

A similar study of

this nature with a larger number of subjects

would probably also provide additional important data.
With few exceptions, the administrators felt that the
questionnaire was fair and accurate.

By and large, they felt

that the correct personality characteristics had been
identified, and most felt they possessed these qualities.
!5 ..

L.,ar·r·y Cuban~ "CCJn·flic:t c.UH1 Le2t.der·!:;;hip in the
Supe1~i ntf~nd£:incy
Phi __ Del ta_i<.appan , ( Sept?.?.mbe:·r,
11

,

l 9B::;) ,

p. 2!3.
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Most administrators questioned believed the 16 PF was a valid
tool, with a few negative comments.

Some administrators

complained that the questionnaire was too long.

The average

interviewee spent forty-five minutes completing the form.
Others stated that since these questionnaires were not completed
under controlled conditions, the results could not be considered
completely accurate.

There may be some truth to both comments,

but the majority of the interviewees agreed that the 16 PF was
a valid choice for this study.

Since there were some objections to the length of the
questionnaire,

it might be difficult to convince these same

individuals to submit to another form of the test.

However,

re-testing with a different personality survey might produce
interesting results.

In addition,

it would be interesting to

see if a different survey would indicate the same personality
characteristics.
The twenty two individuals interviewed all indicated at
least a fairly high view of their own effectiveness, and some
indicatetj a very high degree of effectiveness.
these could quite possibly be prejudiced views of effectiveness.
Since no other employees of the schools in question were
interviewed, one has no other personal measure of these leaders'
effectiveness.
All

interviewed individuals seemed secure, self-confident,

intelligent and in-control; but since they were not observed

10:::::
11

cm--the-j ob 11

,

the personal react i ems of the:· ,author may or- mav

not be v,::did.
In reading over the interviews it was found that those
administrators who disagreed with the findings of the 16 PF
always disagreed regarding a negative quality of some kind.
Those who disagreed with a negative quality frequently agreed
with the positive personality traits mentioned in the profile.
Although no general statement can be made about the significance
of

this phenomenon, one might speculate that it is easier to

see the positive side of oneself than the negative.
One of the interesting factors discovered in the personal
interviews was that many of the administrators mentioned the
ability to be a good listener as one of the needed qualities
Since this quality is not tested by the 16 PF~
it would be interesting to see how administrators rank as
1 i steners.

Several quick and simple listening tests exist

that might be useful for this purpose.
Most of the interviewed individuals have a clear idea
in their own minds of what constitutes effective leadership.
Their opinions, however, do differ somewhat.

Even ths·i::-E·

practicing leaders are not quite sure what has brought them
to a leadership position.

A larger number of personal

interviews might be interesting for this purpose.

J: t

\.-'.1c,u. :!. c!

be good to compare a greater number of opinions than twenty two.
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A larger number of personal interviews certainly would
also be use+Lll.

The original plan was to conduct only fifteen

interviews, but since the results were so interesting and more
individuals were willing to be interviewed, it was decided to
do more interviews.

Given time and facilities it would be

even more valid to conduct a larger number of interviews.
Even though a general profile cc:.'\n be dravm of the "typical"
administrator,

it is clear that many individual administrators

do not fit that mold.

It is obvious that people of many

different personality types have successfully achieved an
administrative position - outgoing and reserved, abstract
and concrete, tough-minded and tender-minded, calm and tense,
conventional and innovative.

Although certain personality

traits appear more frequently than others,

it is clear that

there is great diversity among the educational administrators.
It is possible tc::> develop a profilE:1 of the "avf2r·ageo;
administrator, even though it obviously does not apply to
all administrators.

It is also possible to discover

significant differences among administrators, based on such
categories as position, type o+ school and level o+ education unfortunately age and years of experience did not seem to
indicate clear differences.

Obviously more needs to be done

in many areas to follow up on what has been accomplished in
this study.
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SUGGESTJONS_FOR_FURTHER_RESEARCH
It would be interesting to see it some other measure of
leadership success could be compared to the results of this
study.

No part of this study actually measured success levels

of the administrator - success was only measured in terms of
the attainment of a position of leadership.

Although some

administrators were questioned regarding their own opinions
of success, this was not a major part of the study.

Some

measure of the opinions of co-workers or success levels of
sudents might provide interesting data to compare with the
information on personality.
It would be interesting to see how these personality

.

characteristics relate to leadership effectiveness.

An

earlier review of the literature indicates several methods
that could be employed for this purpose.

Another questionnaire

mentioned earlier in this paper has been used to measure
effective leadership.

This is a short, rather simple survey.

A comparison could be made of the results of the two surveys.
Another possible measure is teacher evaluation.

Teachers who

work directly with the administrator could have a clear view
of his effectiveness or lack of it.

Although no pre-existing

questionnaire was found for this purpose,

it would be relatively

easy to devise an instrument to evaluate administrators.

It
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would be interesting to see what kind of personality is perceived
to be effective by supervised teachers.

Another possibility

would be an evaluation by peers and/or ~uperiors.

This would

not be very effective, however, in small districts where there
are few administrators, and would probably not be possible at
all with superintendents.
a district for some time,

For administrators who have served
it might be possible to evaluate

changes within the district that might be attributed to the
individual administrator.

Perhaps changes in overall

grade-point average or number of drop-outs might be a measure.
This might be difficult to ascertain, however, because there
might be a large number of other variables operating.
Another area of further study might be retesting the
administrators with another form of the 16 PF.

It would be

interesting to see if the results of the second test would
be similar to the first test.

Results from other surveys

indicate this would probably be so.

However, this would be

rather difficult to achieve, since many of the original
participants in the survey complained about the length of the
original questionnaire.

It is highly unlikely that many of

them would be willing to sit still for another form of the
same test.
Other personality type tests are also available, such
as the Omaha Comprehensive Myers-Briggs Type Indicator
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(personality) and the Tennessee Self-Concept Scale, which
were mentioned earlier in this paper regarding other studies.
A comparison of the 16 PF results with those of another
personality test might help determine the validity of the
original test.
In the Halprin study, cited in Chapter III, both the
16 PF

and the Tennessee Self-Concept Scale were used,

results of both tests were compatible.

the

and

This might indicate

that the same results would be found with this survey.
A

further study of personality characteristics related

to age could be worthwhile.
into three age groups:

Subjects in this study were divided

under 45, 45 to 55, and over 55.

The

study indicated that statistically there were no significant
differences among the three groups.

However~

it seems reasonable

that some personality differences would be found related to
differences in age.

Perhaps a larger study might reveal

significant differences.

Another possibility might be more

age categories to get a clearer view.

Both of these techniques

might have disclosed the same results,

but more data of this

nature would be interesting.
Intelligence seems to play a factor in leadership,
this seems logical.

and

A certain degree of intelligence would

seem necessary to make the decisions required of a leader.
Personal warmth would certainly seem to be an asset,

if not
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a necessity.

Administration involves direct contact with

many people, and a warmth and openness toward others would
certainly aid in these human contacts.
quality found in many administrators,
of help.

Shrewdness, the third
could probably also be

The balances and conflicts that are a natural part

of the administrator"s daily life certainly would require
shr-ewdness.
There was some division of opinion on the quality of
"tc,ugh--mi ndedness".

Some of the subjects interviewed felt this

was a valuable quality for an administrator to possess.
said that in some times and places,

tough-mindedness is

inappropriate, and can better be replaced by consideration and
compassion.

Further resear-ch into this aspect of personality

might also be worthwhile.
Some other variables could also be tested.
health of the administrators might have some effect on their
outlook.

More data on family background and attitudes toward

education might also be relevant.

It would also be interesting

to know the college majors of these individuals -

perhaps i t

would be worthwhile to compare education majors with majors
in oth(:?.r E,1reas,.

Ultimately,

the essence of leadership remains elusive.

While it 1s possible to determine certain qualities that many
leader-shave in common,

there is no wav to clearly determine

:1.09

the interrelationship of these factors.
SUMMAF~Y

What exactly makes one person a leader and another a
follower?

As indicated in the extensive research of many

individuals cited in this study, that is not an easy question
to answer-.

Much resear-ch has been done on this subject.

good deal of it has been reported in Chapter II of this paper.
Certainly much mor-e research will be done before a definitive
answer can be found,

if ever.

The purpose of this paper has

been to make a contribution to the literature of leadership,
and perhaps in some small way to help answe~ the question.
Leadership is essential in all areas of society, but
this is especially important in the constantly changing area
of edu~ational leadership.

Anything that can help administrators

understand, evaluate and hone their leadership skills will be
an aid to education in general.
Profiles such as the one drawn in this study might be
useful in several ways.

Comparing a profile of educational

leaders with the profile of leaders from other areas might
indicate what impels one into educational leadership rather
than leadership in another area.

A profile might also help

predict what type of person might be successful in
administration.

The profile might also be useful

di c:.i.gnosi ng 1 eadershi p prob-1 ems.

in

Several other possible
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areas of research might be indicated.

It would be good to

see how successful various tested administrators actually
are.

Re-testing participants with other forms of the 16 PF

and other personality tests might test the validity of this
data.

A larger number of participants might also alter the

outcome.
Interviewees indi~ated they felt the 16 PF was fair and
accurate.

However,

it should be mentioned that those interviewed

displayed a wide variety of personality types.

All considered

themselves at least fairly efficient, and many considered
themselves highly efficient.

This would indicate that there

is no single personality type that succeeds in leadership,
but that different personality factors work in different
.
situations.
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APPENDIX A - LISTING OF ALL DATA
The appendix is a listing of all raw data upon which the study is
based.
Scores and demographic data are included for all ninety eight
subjects.
Information listed includes sten scores for all sixteen
personality factors, age group, years of experience~ position~
educational level and type of school served.
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APPENDIX B - SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE

(optional)

i

tion _____________________________ _

Se::·{

1

~25-35

:::::6-45

C

N

56·-65

46-55

over 65

other

0

ioncd i ty

1qion ____________________________ _

MA

PhD

EdD

othr~r

entering administration
.ly Background ---

:at.her - Hi gheE.t. level of educ:<-'1t ion
elementary

high school

BA/BS

MA

PhD

EdD

other

MA

PhD

EdD

other

bther - Highest level of education
elementary

high school

BA/BS

Position in Family ____________ _

of Siblings
r

Teaching Experience

elementary
!

secondary

other

non-educational

of college for highest degree

public

pr· i vate

b.:11 status ----i1~,,-

of chi 1 dren

' of chi 1 dren
r·e a!spi ration

1

college

single

married

divorced

widowed

APPENDIX C -

INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

What personality characteristics do you feel are most important for an
:at.i onal admi ni :-tr-ator? Why?
Do you feel you possess these characteristics?

To what degree?

Do you feel that your personality assessment according to the 16 PF is
,ate? How is it correct and how is it incorrect?

How would you describe your leadership style?
Is the style one uses dictated by the school situation?

Could you give an

,,pl e of this?

What could be done in the future to better train prospective administrators
the conditions they will face in today's schools?
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